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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this exploratory study is to describe the
professional characteristics of Higher Education Opportunity Program
(HEOP) directors at independent coLleges and universities in New
York State and examine their attitudes and perceptions concerning
communication with their immediate superiors, job stress and
satisfaction, role conflict and ambigui.ty, organizational support
and opportunities for professional advancement. Hypotheses were
also developed to investigate particular relationships between
selected variables .
A survey regarding HEoP directors' attitudes/perceptions of
conmunication and other job factors was nailed to HEOP directors at
the eighty independent colleges/universities in New York State,
listed in the official Directory of Higher Education opportunity
Prograns (1988).
L. HEoP directors are generally African-Anericans, equally
represented alnong nen and sronen who range between the ages of
35-44. They hold at least a Master's degree and earn between
$25,000-$39,000 annually. Mostly employed at four-year
co11eges, their tenure within HEOP ranges between 1-6 years,
with reportage to an acadernic administrator.
2. Even though 588 of the directors reported that their immediate
superiors expressed appreciation for the complexity of their
ro1e, 55? reported that their irnmediate superior did not act as
a rnentor.
3. 848 of the dj,rectors reported their jobs rdere very stressful .
4. 808 of the directors reported they were satisfied in their jobs.
5. 95? of the directors reported that their job responsibil- ities
were clear and 91t reported that students were their first
priority.
5. Alnost 50? of program directors experienced problems with rol-e
confl ict .
7. 7oZ of prograrn directors experienced questionable organizational
support .
8. over 90t reported that there v/ere not nany opportunities for
professional advancement on their canpuses.
9. Job stress was statistically related to the degree of
organizational support and the presence of open comrnunication
channels for problen solving was statistically related to job
satisfaction.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
As a result of student protest, civil strife in cities,
heightened political and cultural awareness, and most
specifically, the tragic death of Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968,
there was a rush to develop and implement programs and policies
to serve the disadvantaged in American higher education
(Peterson, 1978, Thurnan,19?9i wallace, 1984).
For over two decades, the Higher Education opportunity
Progran (HEOP), adopted at independent colleges and unj.versities
in New York state, has served as a beacon of hope for nore than
12,ooo disadvantaged citizens. HEoP, tegislatively established in
!967, is designed to supplement an institutionrs efforts to
recruit, admit, retaj.n, and graduate residents of Neu, York State
who have been financially and academically disadvantaged.
Ylithout the supportive services of the proltram, HEOP students
would neither be adrnissible under traditional admissions
standards, nor could they afford the financial expense of
attending a private institution of higher learning. Supportive
services offered HEoP students are academic advising, counseling,
renedial and developmental coursework, prefrosh summer
orientation programs, and financial aid for tuition, room and
board, and books.
Today, many HEOP prograns boast of student retention and
graduation rates higher than their host institutionst regularly
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admitted students. According to the Bureau of Higher Education
Opportunity Programs/ State Education Department (HEOPSED),
during the 1987-88 academic year, of the 7853 enrolled, 572 had
curnulative grade point averages above 2.0 and 19.58 had grades of
B or better (above 3.0). On the average, HEOP students completed
83.5* of academic credits atternpted. over 54.9? of the 1983-84
entering freshman had graduated or were in a position to graduate
by summer 1988. The racial and ethnic profile of HEoP students
has consistently represented the most disadvantaged in New York
state, with 548 being African-American and 25.78 being of spanish
surnarne (HEoPSED, 1,988, p. 3). The success of HEoP programs has a
great deal to do with the dedication of IIEoP a&oinistrators, in
particular the program directors.
Institutions that adopt HEOP programs engage in a planned
change effort to institutional ize progran services by insuring
that institutional mernbers are al^tare of how and why the program
fits into the organizational nission of the coLlege or univer-
sity. The alteration of conmunicative behavior to acconmodate the
new initiative is a prinary expectation. Thus, organizational
communication is paramount to a successful planned change effort,
which in this context, refers to an institutional decision to
inprove the institution and to obtain the assistance of an
outside agent in rnaking this inprovement.
fntegral to this process, the HEOP Program Director acts as
change agent who utilizes both formaL and infornal connunication
channels to establish productive cooperative relationships to
advance the goals and objectives of HEoP. The notion of effective
comnunication in this context, refers to the establ ishnent of
contact among individuals for the exchange of inforrnaticn,
cooperation in achieving goals, and the alteration of attitudes
and values (Dressel , 1981, Tinm, 1985, Kreps, L985). The presence
of open communication channels is an essential prerequisite for a
supportive working environment.
Statement of the Problen
Are HEOP directors experiencing cornmunication problems with
their inmediate superiors and others on campus? Are they experi-
encing low job satisfaction, high role conflict and anbiguity,
limited opportunities for professional advancernent, high job
stress, and questionable support from colLeag"ues?
currentLy, there is a 30? annual staff turnover rate in HEoP
directorships (HEoPPO, 1986, HEoPSED, 1988). This alarrning
figure indirectly served as the stinulus of this investigation
into the working conditions and comnunication problems of HEOP
directors. According to the L988 official annual report prepared
by the Bureau of Higher Education opportunity Programs, State
Education Department (HEoPSED) , the factors cited for the high
turnover rate did not include specific connunication problens but
did offer the following reasons to consider: the high intensity
nature of the job, high visibility and consequent job mobility,
the lack of job security in a annually funded prograln, uncertain
salary increases in several years, and the return of many
professionals to graduate education. Holrever, in contra-
distinction to the official report, in 1985, the Eigher Education
opportunity Program Professional organization (HEoPPo) prepared a
position paper in which poor salaries and a lack of professional-
development opportunities $/ere cited as leading causes for the
high turnover rate of HEoP personnel .
In the report, comruunication problems were evident in a
statement nade by Christine Johnson, a HEoP director of L5 years:
rr The HEOP director is the single nost oppressed individual on
most campuses; they are treated as adjunct individuals
accommodated to by deans and presidents unwillingly or evaded.tl
It is apparent from both reports, particularly the latter, that
HEOP directors could indeed be experiencing variety of conmuni-
cation problems, either on an interpersonal or organizational
basis (HEoPPo, 1985).
As a higher educational opportunity progran director, with
ten years of experience in acadernic support prograns for minority
and low income students, the author is quite concerned about the
quality of the professional interactions HEOP directors are
experiencing as well as their attitudes about their job. Based
on a review of literature, discussions with colleagues, and
professional experiences, the author contends that the attitudes
and perceptions of current HEoP administrators regarding
conmunication problens and other job factors should be
chronicled, examined and used as a professional development and
program nanagement resource for new HEoP adninistrators.
The Purposes of the studv
The purposes of this study are to: 1) describe the
demographic characteristics of HEOP directors; 2) describe the
attitudes and perceptions of HEoP directors regarding
comnunication, and other job factors such as job stress and
satisfaction, role conflict and anbiguity, organizational
support, and opportunities for professional advancement i and 3)
detennine lrhether or not significant relationships exist among
selected job factors.
General Research ouestion
Is there a relationship between HEOP Program directorsl
attitudes tol ard communication with their imrnediate superior and
their attitudes toward job satisfactJ-on, job stress, role
conflict and arnbiguity, opportunities for professional
advancenent, and organizational support?
The sidnificance of The Studv
Presently, there is no available research which investigates
how HEOP directors perceive interpersonal or organizational
communication vrith their irnrnediate superior, or their attitudes
about the job. Given that annually about one third of alL HEOP
program directors are new, it seems that rnuch could be learned
about the experiences of current HEOP adrninistrators hrhich could
benefit new directors.
Itloreover, today there is considerable discussion concerning
the acceptance and retention of minority faculty, staff and
students in higher education, particularly in light of the
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projected need for an educated minority citizenry in the year
2ooo (AcE Report, 1988; Astin, 1982, Flening, 1984).
The retention of prograrn direstors is closely tied to this
dilemma. Essentially, these are professionals vrho combat the
problerns that hinder minority and low incorne student adnission
and retention on college and university canpuses in New York
state. As change agents, they establish productive cooperative
relationships with a variety of people, agencies, and
consti.tuencies. The task is made nore difficult because the HEOP
director reports in two formal cornmunication structures: first,
as an administrator to an institutional officer, second, as
liaison to HEOPSED. Each has its own informational and nanagerial
expectations.
A cornplicated factor is that HEOP program directors tend to
be people of color $rho experience frustrations associated with
racial prejudice, a lack of fornal Power, and the difficuLties
associated with furthering the higher education aspirations of
nontraditional students. ultinately their nission is to assist in
making the college or university rnore aware and effective in
rneeting the acadernic, social and financial needs of acadernically
underprepared and financialty disadvantaged students. Therefore,
the signifJ.cance of this study is that it could assist HEOP
adrninistrators to detect communication problems and design
comnunication strategies.
Assunptions./Lirnitat ions
This was essentially an exploratory study designed to
highlight aspects about the HEoP program directorrs job to assist
new and current HEoP administrators in understanding the 308
annuaL staff turnover rate of HEOP directorships in New York
state. It was not meant to be definitive in nature but to add to
what is currently understood about this type of position on
coLlege and university campuses.
The study relied upon a very lirnited anount of literature
pertaining to the organizational communication problems
encountered by minority adninistrators or compensatory program
adrninistrators in American higher education. To resolve this
conflict and to establish a theoreticaf framework, communi-
cation theory was applied to what is presently known about the
institutional ization of HEoP, the change agent status of HEoP
directors, and the professional experiences of rninority
adrninistrators in American higher education.
The survey instrunent was not an established scale and
sought to obtain data on conmunication and other variables
thought to be significant to HEOP adrninistrators. In retrospect,
the survey could have focused on one or tTro variables in a more
in-depth rnanner rather than to attenpt a broad vies, of several
variables. Each of the selected variables could have been
reviewed by a panel of tenured progran directors to insure a
greater degree of validity.
The documented concern over HEOP adrninistrative salaries
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(HEoPSED, 1988) was intentionaLly not addressed by this study
because the factors rhat impact actual salaries are vast and it
was assuned that nost administrators in higher education have
salary concerns. Ho$rever, it is a serious consideration for
future research when one considers that salaries are constructed
based on the annual HEoP budget appropriations and the
institutional contribution.
Additionally significant to rnention, to foster an
appreciation for the directorrs roIe, is that some directors are
also responsible for ninority affairs on their campuses. This
area was also intentionally not explored in this study because
the HEoPSED job description for progran directors does not
formally acknowledge this factor and there are very fes, cases
where this additional responsibility is in p1ace. However, it
should be underscored that program directors find themselves all
too often being perceived as guasi-minority affairs officers
which adds to their role conflict.
with nodifications, this study may be useful in
understanding the communication problens and working conditions
of directors at the State University of Nes, York, EducationaL
opportunity frograms (EoP) and at city University of New York,
Search for Excellence And Knowledge prograns (SEEK), as these are
sirnilar prograns.
It eras assuned that there would be a high degree of honesty
and candidness in the responses because the author had name
recognition anong progran directors across Ne$r York State, and
I
the topic was thought to be inportant to them.
A possible method of research for this study could have been
an intervie!', conducted survey. Using this rnethod, the interviewer
t ould be abLe to get nore indepth information and also, eLaborate
to respondents about the topic. However, anonymity was a critical
factor considered in the study that allowed respondents to
comrnuni.cate without constraints.
Finally, the tirne period which data was collected is
Iimited to betlrJeen February and March 1989. Connunication
problems will have undoubtedly irnproved or worsened with the
appointnents of new HEOP directors and other circumstances not
within the scope of this studY.
Definitions of ImPortant Terms
Bureau of Hioher Education opportunitv Proqrans (HEoPSED)
An agency within the Ne$, York state Education Department
responsible for nonitoring and regulating progran nanagenent
and development, and fiscal reporting of HEoPrs at
independent colleges and universities in New York State'
chancre Acrent
This terrn refers to an individual in an organization who
acts as a catalyst for change by influencing others to
adopt new ideas or perspectives through the establishnent
of productive relationships.
Comnunicat ion
The establishment of contact among individuals for the
exchange of inforrnation, cooperation in achieving goaIs, and
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and the alteration of attitudes and values.
Cornrnunication CLinate
This term refers to shared perceptions concerning how
comfortable organizational nembers feel about conmunicating
uprrard, downward, and horizontally within the organization.
Cfimates are generally thought to be either supportive or
defensive.
Comnunication Distortion
The process by which a nessage(s) changes as it flows
through conmunication netlrorks via informal and formal
comnunication channels.
Connunication f solation
The situation in which an organization member does not
receive inforrnation needed to perform the job successfuLly.
Communication overload
This predicanent occurs when an organizational mernber is
confronted with more information than is humanly possible to
process .
Formal Conmunication Channel
organizational cornrnunication dictated by the planned
structure established for the organization, which
includes the arrangenent of organizational leve1s,
divisions, departrnents, job descriptions and positions.
Higher Education Opportunitv Program (HEOP)
An acadenic support prograrn co-sponsored by the State
Education Department and a college or university, which
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provides acadenic advising, counseling, prefrosh sunner
orientation progran, remedial and developrnental coursework
and financial aid to acadenicalty and financially
disadvantaged residents of New York state.
Hioher Education opportunity Prooram Director
Chief adrninistrator of the prolrram, responsible for
coordinating the fiscal , administrative, and supportive
services of the program. Has ultimate responsibility for
the programs success or failure.
(HEOPPO)
Professional organization which represents the professional
development needs and advocacy concerns of HEoP
administrators .
Informal conununication channel
organizational conmunication predicated upon the natural
social interaction anong members which is not subj ect to the
arrangement of organizational levels, divisions, or job
descriptions or positions (also known as the grapevine).
Inst itut ional i zation
The manner in which an initiative is integrated into the
organizational structure of an institution for the purposes
of achieving stated institutional goals and objectives.
Job Satisfaction
The tern refers to an individualts general attitude or
perception of confort or positive feelings about oners job.
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Job stress
The term refers to a situation in which an individualrs job
demands tax or exceed the resources of the individual.
Mentorship
The process by which potential leaders or Inanagers can be
nurtured, guided, and taught by senior organization members.
organizational Supoort
This term refers to the directors perception of how well the
institution and its members viet, the HEOP program and
support its nission.
Planned change
This term refers to the process by which institutional
change occurs with the assistance of an outside aqent in
naking the improvenent.
Predominantlv White CoIleqes And Universities
Colleges and universities that have more than fifty percent
Anglo-American or Non-Hispanic Caucasian student enrollment'
Role Conflict
Presence of job expectations that contradict ones ou,n
professional or personal values.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter establishes the general application of
comrnunication theory to literature pertaining to the institu-
tionalization of HEoP, the change agent status of HEOP directors,
and the experience of minority administrators in American higher
education. Thus, an understanding of effective communication, as
described earlier, is essential to this study.
some Historical Background
As previously stated, HEoP Programs were established
legislatively in New York state in 1959 by the State Board of
Regents, as a direct result of the turbulent civil rights climate
of the 6Os (Peterson, 1-978; Wallace, 1984). The first such
program, College Discovery, was established in the community
colleges of Nev, York city in 1964. In 1966, a corollary program,
search for Education, Elevation and Knowledge (SEEK) was
established in four-year colleges of the City University of New
York (CUNY) . The Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) was
established in L967 to provide services to disadvantaged students
in two- and four-year institutions in the State University of New
York (SUNY) (HEoPSED, 1988).
During this period, predorninately white institutions of
higher learning were targeted by a great nany political
activists, student reform groups, civil rights leaders, and
others, to provide increased access and support to minority and
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disadvantaged students (Astin, 1982i Mims, 1981, TayLor, 1986).
out of this politically destabilized clinate, which climaxed with
the death of Martin Luther King Jr., carie the notion of
compensatory education prograns, designed to compensate those who
could not attend college because of poverty and academic
performance (Wallace, 1984, p. 503). Notable denonstrati.ons such
as the Willard Straight Union Takeover at cornell University in
1959, by a group of armed black students, cane to symbolize
feelings of outrage and impatience with the 1954 Brown Decision
to desegregate the nationrs schools with ttall deliberate speedrr
(Peterson, 1978).
fnstitutional i zation of HEOP
The Higher Education opportunity Progran (HEOP) legislation
gave Ne!'r York State independent colleges and universities an
opportunity to engage in a planned change effort to redirect
their institutional priorities, by providing state funding to
institutions proposing to irnplement supportive services and
financiat aid for academically and financially disadvantaged
residents of the State. Havelock (1958) described planned change
as that which originates from a decision to nake a deliberate
effort to inprove the systen and to obtain the help of an outside
agent to nake this improvenent.
Thus, this concept closely paralleled by Dressel rs (1981,)
definition of cornmunication as a hurnan relations perspective
about the process by which inforrnation sharing and cooperation
could be realized in a planned change effort. He defines
l4
connunication as the establishment of contact among individuals
for the exchange of information, cooperation in achieving goa1s,
and the alteration of attitudes and values.
The institutional i zation, or the vray in which these programs
are integrated into the organizational structure of an
institution, is done to formalize the function and purpose of the
prograrn, as well as to consummate formal connunication channels.
The general plan is to position the progran organizationally in a
formal connunication network that would rnaxinize its chances of
supplernenting institutional efforts to recruit, admit, retain,
and graduate HEoP students.
Alonzo Thurnanrs (1979) unpublished doctoral thesis offers
an expansive view of the institutional ization of Educational
opportunity Prograns (EoP) in NeL York, California, Pennsylvania,
and Wisconsin. Thurman theorized that institutional ization was
the ultimate acceptance of an EoP by the institution in which it
resides. The support, legitimacy, and validity given the EoP
within the institution is concomitant with institutional i zation.
Thurman stated that institutions accepted EoPs in an additive or
institutional nanner. The forner invofves the limited or
peripheral modifications of institutional practices, rrhereas the
Iatter is a systenatic change in the policies of the institution
which aIlows the program to be integrated into the character and
mission of the institution.
Thurman surveyed responses fron directors of forty-eight
educational opportunity programs and found that programs thought
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to be rnore institutional ized than others reported to an acadernic
administrator rather than to a students affairs or adrninistrative
services officer. Thurman thought this to be critical because the
acadernic division of an institution is understood to be the rnost
influential division of the college community. As an acadenic
support program, the prograrn has rnore credibility if it reports
to a high ranking academic officer and will experience less
budgetary constraints. Moreover, Thurman thought that this would
a1Iov, the program director to use the fornal power of his/her
superior to galvanize community support for the program.
Theoretically, if the director reported to the acadernic
chief officer, that person would have access to important
organizational information useful to the change process, and to
the devetopment and rnaintenance of the prograln. Furthernore, that
person could directly share organizational performance
information with the decision rnaking body of the institution and
help alleviate the possibility of conmunication isoLation and
distortion (HEoPPo, 1988). It is this perspective, which the
Bureau of Higher Education opportunity Programs, State Education
Department (HEoPSED), has had success in encouraging
institutional presidents to adopt, which can insure that HEOP
concerns are an institutional priority. More inportantly, HEOPSED
recognizes the presence of organizational resistance and the
importance of the upward, downward and horizontal flow of the
views and opinions of HEOP directors via formal and informaf
cornnunication channels.
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To insure that vital fornal communication occurs bethteen
critical components of the institution and the program,
institutional officers such as the president, academic chief
officer, treasurer, and the financial aid director must endorse
one or more of the four annual reports submitted to HEOPSED.
other institutional officers such as academic deans and the
admissions director are consuLted during the developnent of the
three year proposal, and the subsequent preparation of the
February 15th, october 15th, and the year-end Final Report. This
type of format conmunication is supposed to insure a level of
institutional commitment and accountability through written
docunentation, that is a binding contractual agreenent with the
Nes, York state Education Department.
Annual canpus visits provide HEoPSED associates an
opportunity to personally review student eligibility documen-
tation, student financial aid and retention data, and to discuss
program concerns face-to-face with the progran director and
staff, the directorrs innediate superior, the directors of
financial aid and admissions, the president, HEOP students, and
other academic administrators identified by director. During
these discussions lrhich center on the institutionali zation of
HEoP, topics such as the amount of HEoP student loans, the degree
of organizational support prograns receive fron faculty and
administrators, and even the performance of the program director,
are often addressed in this personal conmunication process.
Moreover, these discussions are to help institutional members
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$rork informatively to meet the needs of HEoP students within the
guidelines of the contractual agreement.
Herbert Blake (1984), in a national study on ninority
achievement programs, sponsored by the Association of American
colleges and the sears Roebuck Foundation, endorsed the
significance of top administrators, as !rel1 as facuLty,
involvement in these type of progralns. He states that a strong
comnitment from both areas produce a positive environment for aL1
participants and communicates the progranis vaLue to the other
faculty and staff. A lack of comrnitment may signal to the lrider
community that the activity is not worthy of their support or
involvement .
Blakets findings are consistent rrith Thurrnanrs earlier study
identifying the significance of the programts connection to the
fonnal conmunication structure in the acadernic division as an
indication of institutional commitment.
However, it should also be noted that some researchers have
debated the overalL significance of program reportage to an
academic administrator. wi11ie and Mccord (L972), expressed
concern about where the greatest organizational support for these
prograns existed within the organizational structure. They viewed
this issue to be problematic because institutions are constantly
going through transitional periods where the balance of posrer is
redistributed between the student body, faculty, and the
adninistration. Haynes (L981) hrent further to suggest that
special program directors are not fuI1y accepteil by their
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colleagues despite their qualifications and the reporting
structure nerely because they do not occupy a formal line
position. Moreover, scott (1978) agreed that student affairs
support staff are not considered important nor are they included
in executive decision-making at many institutions.
Both Thurman and Blakers studies provide helpful insight
into the inportance of communication in the institutional ization
process. Generally, they reveal. the necessity of garnering
campus-wide institutional support as a central element of program
manaqenent and developnent, and highlighted the irnportance of
program location in the organizational cornmunication structure.
The change Aqent status of the HEoP Director
The role of the HEoP director, as defined by HEoPSED, is to
serve as the chief administrator of the prograln, responsible for
coordinating the fiscal , administrative, and supportive aspects
of the prograrn. The director nust develop rapport with a wide
range of college personnel such as admissions and financial aid
officers and departmental chairpersons. The director must also
develop close working relationships with personnel in outside
agencies such as high school counseling programs, college
referral agencies, Iocal social service agencies, enployment
training programs, and Educational Opportunity Centers.
Additionally, the director is the institution's direct liaison to
the State Education Departnent and is responsible for reporting
to the state central office on aLl progrannatic and fiscal
natters (HEOPSED, 1988) .
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In the planned change process, as described earlier, Bigham
(L984) suggTested that special progran directors, such as the HEoP
director, serve as change agents by initiating productive
cooperative relationships to advocate for the change of
institutional policies and practices that woufd hinder the
studentst chances of gaining a college degree. Lippitt (in
Bigham, 1984) suggested that change agents communicate as
catalysts, solution givers, and as process helpers. London (1988)
agreed, stating that change agents in organizations have a role
in identifying the need for change, establishing the direction
for constructive change and then naking it happen. It is in
relation to effecting change that Thurmanrs and Blakers analysis
provide an understanding of the challenge which HEOP directors
have before then.
To be a successful change agent, other researchers (carr,
1989i Moore, Lg75) wrote that special program adninistrators nust
establish a base of support and influence through leadership
(inside and outside their institutions) by effectively using
formal and infornal cornmunication channels, because
organizational support will not be forthcoming. r,ippitt (1973)
!'rrote that the initial opposition to any type of organizational
change is likely to arise from a combination of fear and
ignorance. Resistors reason that, in comparison to the status
guo, organizational changes carry the possibility that concerns
over their own personal status or security witl not be addressed.
Additionally, resistance also develops because of dislike or
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mistrust of the change agent or because of objections to part or
all of the plan. Havelock (1973) disagreed with Lipitt and wrote
rrResistance to change is nost often based on legitirrrate concerns
for maintaining the system. Recognition of such legitimacy and
openness to include resistors can facili.tate a change ef fort'r (p.
155). consequently, Havelock recommended that change agents who
t ork from within the organization rnust be familiar with the
organizationts structure, values and mernbers, in order to be
perceived as less threatening. As internal change agents with
reporting responsibility to HEOPSED, HEoP directors must devel-op
comrnunication strategies that seek a balance between internal and
external information expectations. The presence of conflicting
expectations can Lead to comrnunication breakdowns which the HEoP
director is charged to resolve.
According to Carson Carr (1989), Associate Dean of Academic
support at SUNY Albany, with more than twenty years of experience
working $rith EoP prograns, particular professional qualities are
required to effectively connunicate with varied constituencies,
and to cope with organizational resistance. IIEOP administrators
need to be risktakers, career advj.sors, managers, decision
makers, role models, manipulators and innovators. They also must
be caring, trustworthy, politically astute, racially sensitive
and supportive of the institution.
It is irnportant for HEOP directors, as change agents, to
develop communication strategies to cope with the complexities of
the job. A perception of role conflict and anbigruity, poor job
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satisfaction, and a lack of organizational suPport and pro-
fessional development felt by HEoP directors pronpted a torkshop
presentation on nanagement skiIls (Dudley-Adans, 1987).
Dud1ey-Adams presented a list of cautions or traPs to be
aware of for ne!, and aspiring directors, conpiled from comments
made by tenured directors. The information presented assisted in
understanding the connunication climate or factors which affect
how HEoP directors communicate on their campuses. The following
list is a summary of the main points stressed in the
presentation:
1. Working in HEOP should not be seen as a dead-end job but as
challenging occupation.
2. Directors manage under constant stress. Thus, they must
devefop a coping plan to deal with students, the carnpus, their
staff, and HEoPSED.
3. Neither the director's imrnediate superior nor HEoPSED provide
constant reinforcement for the director.
4. Directors must estabtish their own definition of leadership as
professionals with integrity and high expectations because no one
understands the directorrs role but the director.
5. Even though the EEoP office is a mini-university and should
mirror the larger one, directors should not do the job of
financial aid and adrnS.ssions, but only suggest areas of
improvenent.
5. Directors often find thenselves advocating for the entire
minority canpus, and must be rol.e models for their students.
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consequently, they must lobby to get on inportant comrnittees.
7. Directors are the people in the middle betvreen HEoPSED and the
institution, and in a conflict, are easily expendable. In that
event, the directorsr letter of resignation should only say...r' I
hereby resign as HEOP Directorrr (regardless of the circumstances
of the departure) .
Dudley-Adams I highlighted Lrhat could be considered a very
stressful , unsupportive, ambiguous, and conflict-ridden work
environment which presupposes that the director must establish a
clear comnunication strategy to perforn successfully in the
position. Moreover, this seens to suggest that HEoP Directors
communicate in a less ideal cornmunication clirnate. Gibbs (1961)
suggests that comnunication climates tend to be either supportive
or defensive and are rooted in how confortabte organization
nembers feel about internal comrnunication. supportive climates
encourage menbers to communj.cate in a open, relaxed and civil
nanner with felLow nembers, srhile defensive clirnates discourage
open and friendly communication. The naintenance of oPen
connunication channels insures that the HEOP director will be
well inforrned of events which nay impact program rnanagenent and
oners own professional developrnent.
rt could be argued that Maslowrs hierarchy of needs theory
(Mas]ow, 1954) is helpful in explaining the professional
developnent needs of progran directors. Maslow suggested that
everyone has lower and higher order needs. Oners Lower order
needs rnust first be met before higher order needs can be
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obtained. These lower order needs can be described as survival
needs and safety needs. Survival needs are the most basic and
include making enough noney to feed oners fanily or working in an
environment that is not life threatening. Safety needs might
incLude naking enough money to afford secure housing, job
security, or protection against economic, social, political , or
physical attack or threats. The precarious nature of annual state
budget appropriations threatens the program director's sense of
job security.
once these rnore basic needs are rninimally addressed,
affiliation needs becorne quite inportant. These needs are at the
core of the progran directorrs function. They include
establishing good working relationships, which this author would
tern cooperative and productive relationships. On a personal
level , perhaps having friends to eat and socialize with is
important. Establishing a nentoring relationship with oners
immediate superior or another senior adninistrator could be of
significance at this stage. Nadler and wiggs (1985) suggested
thai, in mentoring, a person is selected who can serve as a role
model, coach, and reinforcer for the learner. on a organizational
basis, it has been affirmed that HEOP reportage should be at the
academic core of the institution. This point, addressed earlier,
is concerned trith institutional iz ing the progran and creating an
academic network of contacts and associates which will support
the HEOP nission.
once the needs of survival , safety, and affiliation needs
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are net, people need to feel as though they have achieved public
recognition and success. es indicated in the study and literature
review, this area holds a great many challenges and obstacles for
progran directors who struggle with self esteem. These esteen
needs rnight be described as believing that others treat you with
respect, being known for the quality of your workmanship, having
others seek your advice, or even more important, rnoving up in the
formal hierarchy of the institution. Annually, the absence of
this aspect could be forcefully argued for at least one third of
proqram directors.
once the three previous needs are minimally addressed,
people are usually interested in developing their potential as
hunan beings, or sel f-actual ization needs. This staqe involves
learning more about yourself and the world around you, becoming
more satisfied with yourself and competent at activities you
perform, and believing that you are growing as an individual .
Maslow stated that no individual becornes truly actualized, but
becomes either more or less actualized. This author suggests, if
program directors are constantly concerned with Lower-leveI needs
and preoccupied with feelings of organizational resistance, then
it becomes improbable that they will develop a sense of ownership
in the institution. The troubling implications of Maslowrs theory
as it applies to the turnover rate of progran directors is that
they are generally raciaL minority group nenbers who hold
difficult administrative roles on predominately white college and
university canpuses.
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The Experience of l{inoritv Adninistrators
Accordinq to the literature, the experience of rninority
adninistrators in higher ecrucation appears sinilar to the
experiences cited by HEOP a&ninistrators. TypicalIy, vrorking
conditions reflect low job satisfaction, high job stress,
excessive role confl.ict and ambiguity, Iimited opportunities for
professional advancement, and benign neglect for the professional
and organizational needs of these individuals on the part of
colleagues and superiors. AdditionalIy, minority administrators
experience inforrnation overload and conmunication problems
associated with race and gender, which can result in
conrnunication breakdowns with superiors and others. They are
often responsible for all rninority affairs, and frequently leave
their jobs or become overloaded because they receive few rewards
and little support for their work (Woolbridge, 1989). Prompted by
this general issue and others, wharton (1989) stated that black
adrninistrators need to develop a keen sense of themselves
cuIturally, professionally, and politicalIy, to counter the
disilfusionment, isolation, role conflict and ambiguity, and
stress of the j ob.
A combination of the previously stated working conditions
often does lead to what is kno$rn as professional or staff burnout
(Cherniss, 1983, Melendez, 1983). Moreover, the possibility of
burnout can result from the difficult challenge of establishing
effective communication. Jackson (cited in Melendez, 1983)
defined burnout as a syndrone of enotional exhaustion and
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cynicisn that frequently occurs among individuals tho do rr people
work,rr with considerable time spent in close encounters with
others under conditions of chronic tension and stress. Burnout is
specifically viewed as a phenomenon related to job stress. In
academe, this often leads to: 1) high turnover, 2) Iov, norale, 3)
rrwe-theyir polarizations, 4) increased concern with bureaucratic
rrturf rr 5) conflicts over authority 6) scapegoating of
organizational leaders, 7) increased absenteeisrn, and 8) the
replacement of informal connunications channels with more defined
channels (white, cited in Melendez, 1983). This enotional state
hinders the roLe of the change agent. Melendez stated that role
conflict and role ambiguity has been proven to significantly
affect job satisfhction and personal stress. while this study
does not focus on the prevalence of professional burnout among
HEOP directors, the extreme pressure inherent in the position
hrarrants nore than a cursory mention of its effects. This is
especially true considering the difficult circumstances which led
to the participatj.on of ethnic and racial rninority faculty, staff
and students in American higher education.
According to Haynes (1981), the inclusion of ninority
facul-ty and professional staff into higher education in the 60s
cane as a consequence of the need to manage special ninority
programs and to calm political denands to increase minority
representation in adrninistrative and faculty ranks. Also
irnportant was the need to broaden curricula offerings to include
Black history, Lromen studies, and other multicultural courses.
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Thus, the quest for true acceptance by ninority faculty and
professional staff within the mainstream of acadene has not been
without great obstacles and barriers to effective communication
on an interpersonal and organizational Ievel .
Today, over tsrenty years later, anon!, the nationrs colleges
and universities this phenornenon remalns largely unchanged.
According to a study done by the Anerican Council on Education
(AcE, 1988), the most proninent professional organization of
college and university presidents in the country, only 2? of
predominately white institutions of higher learning were headed
by African-Americans in 1985. The AcE study entitled t'one Third
of a Nationrrr reported that about a2Z of aII administrators and
Less than l1t of aI1 faculty in American higher education were
rninority group members. These figures also include historically
Btack coI1eges, hrhich brings the actual figures much Io\.rer for
predorninately white institutions. Absent fron positions such as
president, vice president, and dean, minorities are clustered in
trassistant tol or rrminoritytr positions. Those trminorityrr
positions were in areas such as equal opportunity programs,
bilingual education, student services, and affirmative action.
often these positions provide little opportunity for career
advancement and special rninority programs are usually funded with
'rsoft money" (i.e, state or federal funds) which leaves the
administratorsr jobs vulnerable (creen, L988). Undoubtedly, this
widely documented organizationat reality affects how these
adninistrators communicate on their respective canpuses.
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one of the earliest and most significant studies on minority
professionals in American higher education was done by Moore and
Wagstaff (7974). The study incorporated the experiences of more
than three thousand minority educators working at predominately
white two- and four- year institutions. Their findings concluded
that black administrators tended to acconpl ish tasks under the
rnost difficult circumstances compared with their white
counterparts. Their communication style was described as:
rrabrupt, harsh, and not given to little charades of diplomacy and
other social lubricants which obscured their real feelings,
intent or direction. People knes, hlhere they stood rr (p. 103).
Most reported that their authority, responsibil ities and decision
making ability were vague and without po$rer in formal communi-
cation structures. Most occupied positions titled rrAssistant To, "
rrhich had very little to do with their qualifications and
absolutely nothing to do with the job description, if one were
given.
It was also found that conmunicating with institutional
officers on behatf of black student concerns was their primary
role and greatest dilernrna. whether or not their actual role
involved working with black students or not, they were considered
to be experts on the black experience by colleagues. Moreover,
sirnultaneously balancing the role of adurinistrator representing a
white conservative institution with the role of advocate,
counselor, and so on, for the acadernic and cultural development
needs of black students r.ras trenendously problematic. When black
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administrators, hired to work with black students, aligned
themselves too closely vrith those students, they were considered
disloyal and incompetent by colleagues and superiors. If, on the
other hand, they aligned themselves too closely with the white
acadenic communityr s values, they were seen by black students as
unresponsj.ve to the black student agenda and not to be trusted.
Either circumstance could lead to communication isolation. This
rnost troubling dilenrna is widely documented in the later works of
Moseley (1980), Snith (1980), Tucker, 1980.
Moore and Wagstaff (L974), also concluded that black
adrninistrators found that their interpersonal communications with
irnmediate superiors tended not to be based on trust or a sharj-ng
of irnportant organizational information. Black administrators
were often unaware of the parameters of their authority, and were
often not cognizant of when they were invading soneone elsers
area of control . Thus, they expressed a need to know who
possessed influence on canpus and what were the most important
committees to serve on.
More importantly, black adrninistrators expressed
frustrations over their imrnediate superiorst reluctance to put
promises in writing. If asked about putting statenents, orders,
requirernents, and pronises in writing, they were told they had a
ltgentlemenrs agreenenttt (p. 114). Moore and wagstaff viewed this
as a strategy that allowed superiors to back away from certain
positions and commitnents that proved to be unpopular. This type
of nanagerial communication by superiors undoubtedly has a
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negative impact on the connunicative behavior of black
administrators. Additionally confusing, black adninistrators also
reported that some black persons were hired into administrative
positions which were remote to their titles, background, and
training, when other blacks on campus held positions to which
these blacks should have been assigned. Moore and Wagstaff viewed
this practice of nisnatching as an attempt to hire someone with
the expectation of failure, thus further entrenching the notion
of black inferiority.
The preponderance of role confl.ict and arnbiguity anong
minority adrninistrators was also reviewed in the v/ork of Brown
(1973). Brown concluded that a significant majority of black
adninistrators at Big Ten universities encountered rnajor
difficulties establishing themselves as legitimate
adninistrators. Moreover, these adrninistrators also encountered
significant role conftict and Iow job satisfaction.
Robert L. Hoskinsr (1978) book, @
Hiqher Education , exarnined a variety of perceptions and
conditions of 457 black adninistrators at predominately black or
white colleges and universities across the United States. He
concluded that a cornbination of institutional racisrn, higher
standards required for black administrators to be promoted
cornpared with their r,rhite colleagues, and poor relationships with
colleagues and superiors r^ras causing nany black administrators at
predorninatety whi.te institutions to consider leaving their
present institutions within five years.
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Paul-Ernile (1981) investigated the perception of job
satisfaction of black adrninistrators in post-secondary
institutions in New York state. In r:his study, job satisfaction
was evaluated based on salary, esteen, job pressure, autonomy,
belongingness, and self actualization, out of 350 questionnaires
sent, 225 responded, for a total response rate of 55.1. His
findings revealed that black administrators $rere uncertain about
their future, and suffered generally fron dissatisfaction with
their roles. Additionally, these roles failed to satisfy their
needs for esteem, security, and belongingness. Black adrnini-
strators participated very little in the running of their
institsutions and rnade very few decisions. IIe concluded that black
adninistrators occupied poorly defined support staff positions
which were created because of social and political pressures and
offered no roon for professional advancement. Thus, they
experienced unexpected job stress in attenpting to exercise true
power and authority which is usually reserved for those in formal
line positions.
orDanielsr (1978) study also concluded that black admini-
strators have serious problerns with job satisfaction.
Snith (1980) agreed with ErniLers analysis and concluded that
institutions must hire black adruinistrators in Iine positions
lrith sufficient authority to irnplernent decisions once nade,
instead of hiring them in order to pad affirmative action reports
or pacify political concerns.
Alexander Astin (1982), the President of the Higher
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Education Research Institute and well-known expert on higher
education, concluded in his najor study of rninorities in higher
education that ninority educators at predominately white
institutions generally believed that: 1) their institutions
lacked a commitrnent to minorities, 2) they experienced difficulty
gaining acceptance and respect from colleagues, 3) they were
being exploited and stereotyped as rrrninority expertsrr in ways
that limit their professional advancement, and 4) their
institutions ignored the perspectives and values of other
cultures, reinforcing an atnosphere of instj.tutional
ethnocentrisn.
It has been reported by researchers (Moseley, L98o; Wright,
1981i wood-Fouche,1989 ) that black fenale administrators
experience even more difficulty than black men in higher
education adninistration. Moseley (1980) reported that black
wonen experienced the same conditions as black men
such as feelings of conmunication overload, underpa)4lent,
alienation, communication isolation, uncertainty, and
powerlessness. What they found nost discouraging was the
perceived nonsupport, desertion, and isolation from black males
in higher education. Also, the duaL responsibility of combining
fanily and career aspirations were seen as a challenqe for women,
Moseley stated that opportunities for black sromen are limited by
barriers that have nothing to do with their preparation,
gualifications, or conpetency. Institutional racism and sexism
are the two critical conponents that have hindered their
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professional chances, according to Mose1ey.
Wright (cited in Mirns, 1980) agreed with Moore and
wagstafrsr findings and additionally, dispelled the myth that
black women are taken nore seriously as workers and are given
rnore opportunities than white women because white men do not view
black wonen as having the sane rr wonanLy deficienciesrr (husband
seeking) (p. 215). wrightts viev, is that, in adninistration,
where the requirenents for entry and selection are less tangible,
rrhite hronen exceed their proportion in the population. In fact,
in 1981 ninety-six percent of female administrators were white.
Jennings (cited in Mins, 1980) provided an interestingly
positive perspective on special progran adninistrators. He
concLuded that the infusion of public monies into private
institutions for minority student services had created an
opportunity for ninority administrators to serve as consultants
and becorne more influential as private colleges becone nore
dependent on public monies. Jenningst position is that government
dollars that invade the institution through ninority programs
could offer rninority administrators a stronger organizational
position. Due to strict state and governmental accountability
regulations, in sone cases these administrators could become
links between the government and the private sector, thus
elevating their input into the policy decision-naking IeveI . ft
is in this regard that HEOP directors, who are accountable to the
State Education Department and to their institutions, must be
cognizant of the political dynarnics of change on their campus.
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In summary, this review of literature suggests that there
have been severaL factors that impact the working conditions and
communication problems experienced by HEOP program directors.
Certainly, not aII of the possible factors faLl within the scope
of this study. What we do know is that in institutions of higher
learning, ethnicity, gender, influence, reporting structure, and
organizationat relationships, all play varying roles in shaping
the conmunication problens and working conditions HEoP directors
experience. A 303 staff turnover rate in HEoP administrators
takes on new meaning when one considers the fehr positions of real
influence and power that rninority administrators hold today
across the nationrs canpuses as indicated in the AcE Report.
For program directors, regardless of race or gender, the
institutional ization of the program and the complexity of the job
seem to be critical factors that must be given serious attention
and evaluation. The presence of high job stress, 1ow job
satisfaction, closed cornnunication channels with irnmediate
superiors and others, and generally, insufficient organizational
support has been widely documented. This study provides an
exploratory view of what HEoP directors think about certain
professional interactions and working conditions on their job.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This chapter reviews the selection and nature of the
population, procedure of the research design, development of the
survey instrurnent, hypotheses, and the nethod used in the
analyses of the data collected.
Populat ion
The population identified in this study consisted of HEoP
progran directors working at independent thro- and four-year
colleges and universities in NehI York State during March, 1989'
The nanes and addresses of the eighty EEoP program directors were
obtained from the New York state Education Departnent HEoP
Directory (see Appendix A). In determining the population to be
studied a major consideration was that the HEOP prograrn director
is designated by the institutionrs president, the chief program
administrator responsible for progran nanagement and devel'opment.
In that capacity, this person also serves as the institution's
liaison to the state Education Department and would therefore be
in the best position to respond to the survey instrunent.
Survey Instrunent
The survey instrument (see Appendix B) developed after the
literature review revealed various problens encountered by HEOP
directors. To establish a deeper understanding of the problens,
the author attended state-wide and national conferences, and
conferred personally with a nunber of professionals who have been
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involved in the field of developmental education and minority
achievernent prograns. The general thene of the study was
discussed and specific categories were suggested for inclusion in
the study.
The survey was developed to capture a broad range of per-
ceptual and attitudinal data fron HEOP prograln directors
concerning communication with the immediate superior, role
conflict and ambiguity, organizational support frorn key offices,
job stress, job satisfaction, and opportunities for professional
advancement. The general frarnework of the survey was based on the
Managerial conmunication Climate Questionnaire (MccQ) (Redding,
1984), which was designed to evaluate perceived comnunication
cLirnate of organizations. The MccQ was meant for diagnostic and
training purposes and t/as not a scientific measuring instrunent.
some specific variables that dealt with trust and supportiveness,
openness and candor, participation in organizational decisions,
perceptions of organizational fairness, and receptiveness to
suggestions were designed based on Paul R. Timmst (L986) book,
Managerial Cornmunication. To obtain professional demographic
characteristics of HEOP progran directors, respondents were asked
to indicate their age, highest completed degree, gender, years
worked in HEOP, salary range, and type of institution.
Respondents were also provided a place on the instrument to
freely comnent on any aspect of the study.
Respondents were asked to indicate their attitudinal
response on a Likert scale by choosing one of the following four
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vaLues for each item: (1) Strongly Agree, (2) Agree, (3)
Di.sagree, (4) Strongly Disagree. A nurnber of items were worded in
the negative to rninimize the potential of a halo effect (Sekaren,
1984). Forty-five items were grouped in the following categories:
role conflict and ambiguity, job stress, communication with the
immediate superior, job satisfaction, opportunities for
professional advancernent, and organizational support. Eleven
items addressed role conflict and were meant to determine whether
or not HEOP directors viewed dealing with contrary expectations
and role specific factors as problernatic, and to what extent.
Three itens dealt with role anbiguity and were intended to
ascertain if prograrn directors understood their roles on camPus.
Three items were concerned with job stress and hrere designed to
deternine the degree to which program directors perceived stress
in their jobs. Twelve itens dealt with conmunication with the
directorrs imrnediate superior and were intended to determine how
the director perceived interpersonal and organizational
communication. Ten itens dealt with organizational support and
were meant to determine the extent progran directors thought
others communicated support for the program. one iten dealt with
job satisfaction, which atternpted to deternine if program
directors were satisfied in their positions. And, one item
attenpted to determine whether progran directors perceived there
to be opportunities for professional advancenent on their
campuses. Three additional iterns were indicated to identify the
nature of connittees directors serve on, the on-canpus office or
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departnent considered most resistant to change, and whether
program directors were presently experiencing problernatic budget
constraints.
The prinary limitation of the survey instrunent $ras that it
was not an established scale but based so1eIy upon the review of
literature and expert validity. A number of tenured program
directors were asked their opinion of the selected categories
under investigation. cenerally, it was thought that the selected
categories warranted serious attention as issues Program
directors face on a daily basis.
Procedure
Initially, the survey was mailed with stamped self-addressed
envelopes, to the eighty HEoP progran directors listed in the
state Education Department HEoP Directory. A cover letter (see
Appendix c) was enclosed explaining the purpose of the study.
Follow-up phone cal1s were rnade to institutions to ensure the
survey had been received in the HEOP office at the respective
canpus. Approximately trro hreeks later, twenty-four responses $/ere
received by nail for a response rate of thirty percent. A second
nailing of the survey was nade to all respondents, along with a
Ietter encouraging those who had npt yet responded to the initial
survey to do so, Tsro sreeks later, the second nailing yielded a
total of fifty-six responses or a response rate of seventy
percent 
.
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Hvpotheses
connunication with Immediate Superior
1,. There will be a positive relationship between the HEOP
directorst job satisfaction and the extent to which the direc-
tor is encouraged to bring troubling information to the imrned-
iate superior.
2. There will be a positive relationship between the HEoP
directorst job satisfaction and the extent to which support is
shown for their professional development.
3. There will be a positive relationship between the HEOP
directorst job satisfaction and the extent to which there is a
nentoring relationship with the imrnediate superior.
4. There will be a positive relationship between the job
satisfaction and the extent to which HEOP directors are kept
informed of job expectations by their imoediate superior.
Job Stress
1. There will be a negative relationship between the extent to
which HEOP directors are given freedon to tackle organj.zational
problems and job stress.
2. There will be a negative relationship between job stress and
job satisfaction.
3. There will be negative relationship between job stress and
the extent to which HEoP directors perceive the presence of open
cornmunication channels.
4. There will be a positive relationship between job stress and
the extent to which HEop directors perceive thenserves performing
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the job of people in other departments.
5. There \.ril1 be negative relationship between job stress and
the extent to which the HEoP director's inrnediate superior
expresses an appreciation for the conplex nature of his or her
role.
6. There will be a negative relationship between job stress and
the degree to which HEoP directors are confortable with how
offices, such as financial aid and adrnissions, neet the needs of
HEOP students.
RoIe conflict
1. There will be a positive reLationship between the extent to
which the HEOP director thinks that others view the directorsr
role as irnportant and the extent to lrhich HEoP directors are kept
informed of decisions that affect HEoP.
2. There will be a positive relationship between the extent to
which HEOP directors feel confortable with how key offices are
supporting HEoP and the presence of open conmunication channels
to solve organizational problens .
3. There will be a negative relationship between the HEOP
directorsr experiences problems reconciling both the expectations
of HEoPSED and the institution, and job stress.
4. There will be a negative relationship between the HEoP
directorsr perception of a need for more authority and job
satisfaction.
RoIe Ambiquitv
1. There rrill be a positive relationship between the extent to
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which directors clearly perceive their responsibilities and
srhether the imnediate superior has explained how HEOP fits into
the organizational structure.
2. There will be a positive relationship between the extent to
which the HEoP director clearty perceives his,/her role and job
satisfaction.
3. There $rill be a negative relationship between role clarity
and the extent to which the HEOP directors consider it to be the
directors role to handle aII minority affairs.
4. There will be a negative relationship between role clarity
and the extent to which HEOP directors experience problems
reconciling the expectations of both the state and institution.
5. There will be a negative relationship between role clarity
and the extent to which directors perform the duties of people in
other departments.
organizational Support
1. There will be a positive relationship between the extent to
which top administrators encourage upward communication and the
presence of open communication channels.
2. There hrif I be a negative relationship between the extent to
which HEoP directors trust high leve1 adrninistrators and job
stress .
3. There wiLl be a positive relationship between the extent to
which director thinks faculty have a favorable opinion of the
program and the directors perceptions about campus-wide committee
involvement .
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4. There will be a positive relationship between the extent to
which the director thinks college offici.rls are aware of the
directors role and whether the role is seen as inportant by them,
according to the director.
5. There hrill be a positive relationship between the extent to
which adrninistrators keep the director atare of decisions that
affect HEoP and their awareness of the directorrs ro1e, according
to the HEoP directors.
opportunities For Professional Advancenent
1. There will be a positive relationship between the HEOP
directorsr perception of professional advancenent opportunities
and the presence of a rnentoring relationship with the immediate
superior.
Data Analvsis
The data was subrnitted for computer analysis using the
SPSs-x progran to determine sirnple frequency distributions to
compute each Likert-scale item. Denrographic data were analyzed to
establish a professionaL profile of directors. Using the Pearson
correlation analysis, Likert-scale responses were intercorrelated
to determine significant relationships as indicated by the
specified hypothesis. Data concerning conunittee involvenent and
office or department considered rnost resistant, were listed and
reviewed to deternine if patterns or consistencies existed.
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C}IAPTER IV
RESULTS
This chapter presents the data collected as a r-:sult of the
rrsurvey of HEOP Directors attitudes about conmunication and
selected job factors.rr The survey was conducted over a two-month
period between February and March 1989. of the 8o Higher
Education opportunity Programs at independent colleges and
universities in New York State, 70t (55) of the Program Directors
voluntarily responded to the survey. The chapter includes the
demographic profile, survey results, correlational results, and
a summary of comnents.
Demoqraphic Profile
For a conplete presentation of the percentage and nurnber of
respondents who responded to each itern, see Appendix D.
Age
of the 56 HEoP Directors $rho responded to the survey all
were 25 or older, with 558 between the ages of 35-44, 258 between
25-34, and 208 over the age of 45.
Educat ion
seventy-three percent of the respondents indicated that a
masterrs degree was the highest educationaL degree completed,
148 a bachelorrs degree, and 138 a doctoral degree.
Gender
Fenales conprised 542 of the sample and males 46A.
Years Worked In HEOP
Fifty-nine percent of the respondents had worked in HEOP
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programs between 1-5 years, which includes 358 who had worked
between 1-3 years. Twenty-seven percent reported 10 or more years
of service in HEoP programs.
Ethn icitv
A total of 642 of the respondents identified themselves to
be either African-American (48*), Latino-Amerj.can (14*), or
Asian-American (2*). Twenty-nine percent indicated that they srere
Anglo-Arnerican and 7* indicated ethnicity as rrother.rr
Title
Eighty-four percent of the respondents identified their
title as director. A total of 148 identified their title to be
one of the following: assistant dean 9*, associate dean 58, and
an additional 28 indicated rrother.rr
ReDortaqe
A total of 518 of the respondents indicated that they
reported to one of the following acadenic adrninistrators. 272 Eo
the vice president of academic affairs, 5* to the provost, and
29t to an academic dean. A total of 18* of the respondents
indicated their reportage to one of the following adninistrators:
78 to the vice president of student affairs and 11t to a student
affairs dean. T!'renty-one percent indicated reportage in the
category listed as rrother. rr
Sa l arv
Twenty-six percent of the sanple earned between $25roo0-
$29,999, 28t bethreen $3O,OOO-34,999, and 22t between 935,OOO-
S39,999. Fifteen percent earned between 92O,OOO-924,999 and 9?
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earned bet!'reen $40, 000-$49,999.
fnstitution Tvpe
A total of 8ot of the respondents indicated that their
institutions were either a four-year college (648) or a
university (16t). Seven percent indicated their institution to be
a two-year college and I1t indicated they hrere a prison program.
survev Results
The data in Table 1 sho!, that most of those surveyed
reported receiving favorable acknowledgenent for comnunicating
good ideas and were encouraged to share troubling inforrnation
with their innediate superior.
A high percentage of those sanpled also indicated that their
immediate superior expressed appreciation for the cornplexity of
the directorrs roLe.
Ilore than half of the sanple reported that their imnediate
superior did not act as a nentor. Ho$/ever, alnost alL reported
that their imrnediate superior insured the directorrs involvenent
in conferences and workshops.
A high percentage of those sanpled indicated that their
irnmediate superior had explained ho\., HEoP fits within the
institutionrs organizational structure and publicly communicated
support for the academic nission of the progran.
Many of those sampled reported not being kept inforrned of
job expectations and very few reported that nore frequent
rneetings would improve the inmediate superiorrs ability to
evaluate the directorrs performance. Moreover, the sane
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As shown in Tabfe 2, a largre najority of those surveyed
agreed that their jobs were very stressful, which incLuded almost
half who strongly agreed that this was the case. In fact, vhile
almost aI1 agreed that most directors perform their duties under
gireat pressure, less than half indicated that HEoP students were
the greatest source of their stress.
Table 2
Survey Results (In Percentages)
!e!-!!re5
Stroogly
Ag ree
44.6
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39.3
0i sagree
8.9
Strongly
0i sagree Hi ssi n9
7.tfiy job is very stressful
rectors perform
thei r duties under great
pl"essure 35.2 42.6 16.7 5.6
concerns are
greatest source of Stress for me 5.4 48.2 35.7 10.7
Table 3, shows that
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Table 3
Survey Resul ts (ln Percentages)
Job Sati sfacti on
almost all of the directors were
1. General ly, I am satisfied in
ny job
Strongl y
Ag ree
33.9
Ag ree
46.4
Strongly
Disagree Di sagree Hi ssi no
17.9 1.8
As can be seen in Table 4, generally all directors agreed
that their job responsibilities were clear and that their first
responsibility was to students. They also understood how their
roles fit within the overall objectives of the institution.
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fable 4
suavey R€sults (Io Perceltages)
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2. I understand ho$ Ey role f1!s
inEo lhe overall objectives of
lhe lnstitution 46.4 44.6 5.4 1.8 I.8
3. As e HEOP Dlrector, oy
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Table 5 reveals that many of those surveyed indicated that
they had experienced problens reconciling both the expectations
of HEoPSED and their institution.
A large percentage of the sanple indicated having a great
deal of freedom to tackle organizational problems and rnost
thought there were a variety of open communication channels to
solve problems.
Most of those sanpled believed that it $ras not their role to
handle all minority student affairs and speaking out on
institutional racism lead to criticisrn for sorne of the
respondents .
Alnost half of the respondents agreed they had too rnuch
responsibility. And, more than half found themselves performing
the job of peopLe in other departments.
A substantial percentage of the respondents reported that
they needed more authority, to get nore acconplished.
Furthermore, ahnost haLf of the respondents indicated that their
expertise in student retention was not being utiJ.ized on
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important campus-wide committees. However, a large rnaj ority
indicated that their staff (HEoP) believed the director had the
influence to affect change on campus. And, the same percentage
also indicated that their colleagues perceived the directors'
roles as important.
Table 5
SurYey Results (In Pe.centages)
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Table 5 indicates that a large najority of those sanpled
reported that the goals of HEoP were reflected in the mission
statement of their institution and believed that faculty had a
favorable opinion of the program. More than haLf of the
respondents thought that HEoP office space was inadequate and fev,
were unconfortable with how key offices, such as financial aid
and admissions supported the prograln.
A great percentage of those surveyed reported that they
trusted high-leve1 adrninistrators and that they kept the director
inforned of decisions that affected HEOP. Hob/ever, more than of
the respondents believed that generally coLtege officials were
una$rare of the directorrs role and many indicated that top
adrninistrators think that students are stigrnatized as a result of
being in HEoP.
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Table 7 shows that almost all of the directors believe that
there were not nany pronotional opportunities for them at their
institutions.
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Table 7 shows that almost all of the directors believe that
there were not many pronotional opportunities for thern at their
institutions.
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Generaf ouestions
For the complete list of both the top three committee
nemberships of program directors and the offices they consider
most resistant to change, see Appendix E.
Committee Involvenent
Academic committees rather than adninistrative or student
affairs connittees were listed as the top committee
involvements.
Resistant office
Of the 36 responses to this item, the nost frequent response
at 4L8, considered either faculty or an acadenic unit of the
institution to be nost resistant to change'
fiftY- six Percent of those
institutional budget constraj-nts
But 44t did view it as a Problem'
srho responded did not Perceive
to be a major Problem for them'
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cbrrelational Results
As indicated in Table 8, there $ras found to be a
statistically significant relationship between the respondents I
job satisfaction and the presence of a mentoring relationship
vrith the inrnediate superior. However, there were found to be no
statistically significant relationships bett een job satisfaction
and the following variables related to the directors' communi-
cation with the irunediate superior: encouragement to bring
troubling information, professional development support, and job
expectations. Also there was no statistically significant
relationship found between the presence of a nentoring
relationship and the perception of opportunities for professional
advancenent.
Table 8
Communication with Opportunities for
Encouragement to Bring
1eglling Information
Professional DeveloPment
Support
Presence of a Mentoring
Relationship
Job Expectations
.20
.15
37'
.18
.20
'p.<05. '*P..01. t**p.<001.
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(-, = NotAPPlicable
Pearson Product-Moment Correlations Retween I-tifferent Factors Related
to Commrtnication with Tmmediate SuPerior and Joh Salisfaction
Table 9 shows that there vras a statistically significant
relationship bets/een the respondents I job stress and their
satisfaction with how key offices, such 1s financial aid and
admissions, functioned with the HEoP office. There $/ere found to
be no statisticaLly significant relationships between job stress
and the foltowing variables: job satisfaction, the presence of
open communication channels, freedom to solve organizational
problerns, the perception of performing the job of other
departments, and the perception of role appreciation expressed by
the irnmediate suPerior.
Freedom to Solve Organizational
Problems
Job Satisfaction
Presence of Open Communication Channels
Perception of Performing Other Peoples'Jobs
Perception of Immediate Superiors Appreciation
for the Directors Role
Irvel of Comfort with Support Received from
Key Offices
.00
.17
.11
.22
.M
.31"
I.< 05. *'P'< 01.
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Table 9
Pearson Product-Moment Correlations Between Diffe.ent .Toh Factors and Joh Stres"
As shoern in Table 10, there was a statistically significant
relationship between the perception of the directorsr role as
important and the extent to which top administrators kept
directors informed of decisions which affect HEoP. Also related
rras the perception of whether key offices suPport the HEoP office
and the presence of open comnunication channels to solve
organizational problerns. In contrast, there was no statistical).y
significant relationship between perceptions of problems
encountered reconciling the expectations of HEoPSED and the
institution, and job stress. Additionally, there was no
relationship found between job satisfaction and the directorsl
need for more authoritY.
Table 10p..i.n, p.n.ir.t-Mn."nt Co.."lation. Bet'rreen Diff.t"nt Jnh Fr"tor. and Rol" Cnnflict
Role Conflict
Perceptiou o[ Comfort with Reconciling Expectations Need for More
Awareness of
Decisions that
Affect HEOP .27'
Presence of Open
Communication
Channels .31
.00Job Stress
Job Satisfaction .11
-p<05. -?..0L .''p.<001. (-) = NotApplicable
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As can be seen in Table 11, there was a statistically
significant relationship found :Jetsreen role clarity and the
irnrnediate superiorrs communication to the director about the
organizationat fit of HEoP. conversely, there were no
statistically significant relationships found between role
clarity and the following variables: job satisfaction, perception
of rninority affairs role, problems encountered reconciling
expectations between the HEoPSED and the institution, and the
perception of performing the duties of other departments '
Job Factors Role Ambiguitv
Immediate Superiors Communication
about HEOPs Organizational Fit
Minority Affairs
Job Satisfaction
Reconciling Contrary Expectations
Perception about Performing Other
Peoples' Duties
.33"
.07
.72
.14
.19
'p.<05. **P.<01. --p.<001. (-) = NotAPPlicable
Table 1"2 shows that there was a statistically significant
relationship found between the extent to which the director
thinks college officials are aware of the directorrs role and
whether the director is seen as inportant by then ' Also
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Table 11
statistically significant vras the extent to which administrators
keep the director aware of decisions that affect HEOP and, their
awareness of the directorrs role. Hosrever, ':here were no
statistically significant relationships found between the
following variables: the encouragement of uphrard communication by
top adrninistrators and the presence of open communication
channels, job stress and trust for high-Ievel administrators, and
favorable faculty opinion of the program and campus-wide
connittee involvernent.
Support
Upward Communication
Presence of OPen
Communication
Perception of Role
Importance
Job Stress
Campus-Wide Committee
Involvement
Awareness of Decisions that
Affect HEOP
.20
.46* * *
.33* *
.18
.04
'p.<05, *'9.<01.
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Table 12
Pearson Prodlrct-Moment Correlaiions Retween nifferent.Ioh Factors and C)rgani-ational
Joh Factor Encouragement Faculr.v Opinion Trust Role Awareness
Summarv of Survev Conments
The following is a summary of the comments made by program
directors. A complete list of the conments can be found in
Appendix F. cenerally, the comnents of the HEoP directors were
more negative than positive. several directors stated that
higher-leve1 administrators were supportive, including the
supervisor, the provost and the president. one director stated
that : rrMy university is supportive of HEOP, rne and the entire
staf f . tt These statenents suggests that institutional support for
HEOP fron faculty and the administration is fine. Additionally,
some institutions were said to be workinq toward a nore
culturally diverse campus and that HEoP programs were an
inportant conponent of that initiative.
There vrere a nunber of cornrnents that illustrated the
difficult nature of the program directorts job. Sone comnents
tended to focus on their displeasure with the amount of
institutional support for HEoP progralns and minority student
affairs. The follotring comments point this out:
rrHEoP is still not a top priority.rr
rrThere is a lack of top 1eveI administration knowledge of
opportunity progran objectives and comnitment to support the
same . tl
rrI resent the fact that HEoP is soIe1y responsible for
minority/racist problems at the institution' I believe that other
departments do not rrown uPrr to the racial problems existing and
our progran has becorne the onty source of support for rninority
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students . ti
'rour office is an unofficial way station, particularly for
rninority students , rr
Poor sataries, frustration caused by information and rofe
overload, and role conflict were aLso prominent issues as
indicated by the following statements:
I'The only major point of dissatisfaction for me and ny
personnel has been the inadequate salaries.tl
IHEoPSED is not a presence on canpus when salaries are set.rl
trI feel buried under a mountain of paperwork, called upon to
the juggle 5 or more projects simultaneously, and turn under-
prepared students into college graduates.rr
"HEOPSED offers litt1e guidance in handling campus politics.
The director often gets caught between working for the college
and the Statei a role that must be carefully balanced to ach.ieve
the goals for the program.rl
Final1y, some concern l/as expressed about the degree of
support received frorn immediate superiors and the lack of
professional advancement opportunities. See a,ppendix F for a
complete list of survey comments.
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CHAPTER V
SIn4MARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMIiIENDATTONS
This chapter eri1l begin with a sunnary of this study, which
was conducted to determine the attitudes and perceptions of HEOP
directors toward communication and other job factors. The
findings of the study will then be discussed, conclusions
reviewed, and reconmendations will be made.
Sunnarv of The Studv
Fifty-six (708) of the 80 Higher Education opportunity
Progran directors located at independent colleges and univer-
sities in New York state took part in the study. The population
consisted of only program directors who t ere enployed on their
campuses prior to March, 1989.
Based on a general concern over the 308 annual staff
turnover in HEOP directorships, the study sought to investigate
s/hether progran directors were experiencing difficult working
conditions and conrnunication problems that could ultimately
hinder their professional development and ability to nanage HEoP
programs. The areas of investigation were communication with the
inmediate superior and others, role conflict and ambiguity, job
stress and satisfaction, opportunities for professional
advancement, and organizational- support. Hypotheses were also
developed to investigate particular relationships between
selected variables .
A general limitation of this study was that there were no
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sinilar previous studies to guide its development. To establish a
theoretical frarnework, literature concernJ.ng the institutionali-
zation of HEoP programs, the change agent status of HEoP
directors, and the experience of minority adninistrators in
American higher education were reviewed. The survey instrurnent
nas based on expert validity and information obtained through the
literature review.
The HEoP director, usually an ethnic and racial minority
member, serves as a change agent by establishing productive
cooperative relationships to advocate the change of institutional
policies and practices that would irnpede the chances for academic
success of HEoP students. With reporting responsibil ities to the
Bureau of Higher Education opportunity Program, State Education
Departnent and to an institutional officer, this professional
nust establish effective comrnunication strategies using both
inforrnal and formal communication channels to enhance the
institutional ization of the program. Most importantly, the
directorsr task is to provide guality academic support services
to students deemed disadvantaged, both academically and
financially.
As a consequence of the cornplex nature of the role, the
director encounters several factors which can undermine program
nanagenent and professional developnent. This study revealed
aspects of the experience of these successful adrninistrators that
is helpful for new HEOP Personnel .
The survey, adninistered by nail, required two mailings to
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obtain a response rate of 7Oa. The data from each questionnaire
were entered rnanually into the computer on a sPss-x frequency
distribution program. A Pearson correlational analysis was
perforrned to determine srhether or not a statistically
significant relationships existed bet!'reen selected variables.
Survev Results
on the average, HEoP directors (as they are nost commonly
termed) tend to be African-American women and men erho range
between the ages of 35-44. Most hold at least a masters degree
and earn between $25,ooo- $39,999 annua11y. They appear to be
mostly ernployed at four-year colleges and their tenure within
HEOP tends to range from 1-5 years, with reportage to an academic
administrator.
In general , HEOP directors reported lTrixed reviews
concerning communication with their imrnediate superior. Most felt
encouraged to bring troubling information, and received support
for their professional developnent. Additional'Iy, they felt their
immediate superior had explained how HEOP fit within the
institutionrs organizational structure, and also publicly
communicated support for the acadenic nission of the program.
Directors also reported that their immediate superior expressed
an appreciation for the complex nature of the directorts role.
Ho$/ever, in spite of the positive aspects, most directors
fett that their immediate superior did not act as a mentor. In
fact, many believed that they were not kept informed of job
expectations and did not receive positive reinforcement for good
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ideas. Many directors reported that more frequent meetings wouLd
improve their inrnediate superiors' abiLity to evaluate their
perforrance, and several believed that their willingness to give
suggestions on the organizationrs performance would not affect
their performance evaluations.
Most directors reported that their jobs srere very
stressful and also indicated that nost directors performed their
jobs under great pressure. However, interestingly enough, alnost
half of the directors felt that HEoP students concerns were not
their greatest source of stress.
The majority of directors were satisfied in their jobs and
indicated that their job respons ibil ities were cLear; they said
that HEOP students were their first responsibility.
Almost all directors reported that they understood how
their roles fit within the overall objectives of the institution.
In general, between thirty and fifty percent of program
directors experienced problens with role conflict. For instance,
alnost half of aII progran directors experienced problens
reconciling the expectations of HEoPSED and their institution.
Even though most directors reported they were given a great deal
of freedom to tackle organizational problems, several indicated
that there were not a variety of open connunication channels to
solve problems. In fact, thirty percent indicated that top
adrninistrators did not encourage upward communication.
while thirty percent believed that it was their role to
handle all ninority student affairs on campus, the sarne
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percentage reported that speaking out on institutional racism led
to criticisn. Moreover, almost half of the directors believed
that they had too much responsibility and alnost sixty percent
found thenselves performing the duties of people in other
departments. Finally, almost sixty percent reported that their
expertise in student retention was not being utilized on
important campus-wide committees and forty percent reported that
they needed rnore authority to get nore accomplished.
The apparent bright spot in an otherwise difficult working
environment was that eighty percent of the program directors
reported their staff betieved they possessed the influence to
affect change on canpus. Eighty percent of the directors also
reported that their colleagues viewed the directorrs role as
important .
In general, progran directors indicated that they
experienced questionable organizational support. However, most
directors also indicated that the goals of HEOP vrere reflected in
the nission statement of their institution and that faculty had a
favorabLe opinion of the progran. Moreover, most directors
reported that they trusted high-1eve1 administrators and they
kept the director informed of decisions that affected HE0P.
Several directors indicated they were uncomfortable with
how key offices such as financial aid and admissions functioned
with respect to the program. Additional.Iy, it was reported that
some top administrators viewed HEOP students as stigTmatized- And
more than half of the directors indicated that HEOP office space
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$ras inadequate to meet students needs.
Almost all HEoP directors reporteu there were not many
opportunities for prr,fessional advancenent at their institution.
Program directors appeared to have extensive nernbership in
academically related committees. As previously stated by both
DudLey-Adams (1,987) and carr (1989), attendance at important
carnpus-wide conmittees is vital as a conmunication channel that
crosses over fornal lines of comrnunication.
Correlational Findinqs
A statistically significant relationship anong the
following variables was found:
The nore variety of open communication channels to solve
organizational problens, the more job satisfaction the program
director will experience.
The more uncomfortabLe the program director is with how
key offices, such as financiat aid and admissj.ons, function with
respect to the HEOP office, the more likely he/she will
experience job stress.
The more the prograrn directorst role is viewed as
irnportant by others, the nore likely top administrators will keep
the director inforned of decisions that affect HEoP.
The more there is perception of open comrnunication
channels to solve organizational problens, the more 1ikeIy
progran directors will be confortable with how key offices
function with respect to the HEoP office.
The greater the possibility that the irnmediate superior
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has explained how HEOP fits within the organizational structure
of the institution, the nore likely the director will be clear
about his/her responsibil ities .
The more ar^tare college officials are about the directors'
role, the more tikely the role is viewed as important, and that
the director will be kept inforrned of decisions that affect HEoP.
A number of correlations proved not to be statistically
significant. For instance, encouragenent of upward conmunication
by top administrators and the presence of open cornmunication t ere
not related. More importantly, job satisfaction was not
st.atistically related to whether or not their inmediate superior
encouraged thern to bring troubling information, provided
professional developrnent support, or cornmunicated job
expectations. Also job satisfaction was not related to job
stress, role clarity, or the directorts need for more authority.
Additionally, the program directors' job stress was not
statistically retated to whether or not they viewed conmunication
channels to be open, were given freedom to solve organizational
problems, perforned duties of other departments, thought their
inmediate superior appreciated their role or, problens
experienced reconciling the expectations of the institution and
HEOPSED.
Role cLarity was not related statistically to the
director's ninority affairs role, lrhether or not they performed
the duties of other departments, or problens experienced
reconciling expectations of the institution and HEOPSED.
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Conclus ions
The conclusions drawn frorn this study are based on the
data obtained frorn the survey.
The problen statement under investigation $ras: Are HEoP
directors experiencing comnunication problerns with immediate
superiors and others, high role conflict and arnbiguity, high job
stress, Iow job satisfaction, and questionable organizational
support?
cenerally, thirty percent or more of all directors who
responded to the study are indeed experiencing communicatj.on
problens and other problematic working conditions. The same
percentage of program directors change jobs annualIy.
The denographic profile of program directors suggests that
the literature concerning minority administrators is relevant to
the subjects of this study. fn fact, nost directors are of
African-American descent, and their years of service in HEOP (l--
5 yrs) mirrors Hoskinsr (1978) study. Hoskins concluded that
minority adninistrators at Predoninately white institutions srere
so frustrated and unhappy they considered leaving within five
years. This study found a strong statistical relationship bethleen
job stress and organizational support. The working conditions of
administrators in both Hoskins I study and the HEoPPO (1985) paper
r^rere exacerbated by the clear absence of opportunities for
professional advancernent on their campuses (evidence of which was
also present in this study). Thus a general conclusion of this
study is that progran directors are experiencing numerous
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problens at the workplace which concurs with allegations and
conclusions made in both reports discussed J.n Chapter One
(HEOPPO, 1985, HEOPSED, 1988).
Consistent with earlier research, reportage alone is not an
assurance that there will be a supportive relationship between
the innediate superior and the director, as stated by Thuman
(1979). The program directorsr perception of cornmunication with
their immediate superiors demonstrated an essentially impersonal
and sornewhat unresponsive relationship. While directors seem to
feel comfortable $rith sone areas of the retationship, there
appeared to be quite a few concerns.
Moore and Wagstaffts (1978) earlier conclusions are similar
to the experj.ences of many HEOP directors, as found in the
present study. For instance, 688 of the directors think that
their inrnediate superior does communicate an appreciation for the
cornplexity of the directorrs role, but over 503 do not perceive
them as mentors. Perhaps this suggests a rnore formal
comrnunication style between the director and the irnrnediate
superior. The absence of mentoring relationships is very
troubling because they serve as important rol.e nodels who can
share information about informal and unofficial rules of
communication, and identify opinion leaders on canpus. To counter
this circurnstance, Dudley-adans (1987) stated, progran directors
have to establish their own sense of leadership as professionals
with integrity and high expectations.
Also as indicated by this study and that of Dudley-Adams,
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a number of innediate superiors lack an understanding of the
complexity of the program directorrs role. signs of comrnuni.cation
isolation were evident as 308 of the directors felt they were not
kept informed of job expectations, and also that more meetingTs
with the immediate superior would improve their ability to
evaluate the director. Even nore disappointing, 43t of the
directors felt that their suggestions about inproving the
organization did not impact perfonflance appraisals. The
possibility of a communication breakdown is evident in these
instances. One wonders if these administrators are receiving the
sort of attention and support they require to be effective change
agents .
The potential stifling of their ideas for change, a lack
of mentoring relationships, and inadequate information about job
expectations is detrirnental to the directorsr sense of purpose,
belongingness and ability to impact their environments, as
described by Maslovr. This concern is highlighted by one program
directorrs comment that the inmediate superior has not
rrempoweredrr hirnseLf and has been rrset-uptt by the institution for
failure. one can onfy speculate about the true neaning of this
statement. It probably alludes to the irnmediate superiorts lack
of perceived influence, and the sense that the prograrn director
can not rely on the person as a source of forrnal authority.
The possession of effective coping ski11s might help to
explain that, while 8oZ of the respondents are very stressed in
their jobs and generally perceive the role as one thats functions
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under great pressure, they seened satisfied with their jobs. The
use of coping skills and the emotional invigoration that program
directors receive through helping HEoP students succeed and staff
support is rnost 1ikeIy a sustaining element that underlines the
point that HEoP student concerns are not the chief cause of
stress for most program directors. These change agents consider
HEOP students their first responsibility and are quite cognizant
of the enormity of HEOP student concerns. Hence, a conmitment to
deal with them. Finatly, lIaslowts hierarchy of needs theory
suggests that some of the directorst esteen needs are being
addressed by a proven success record which brings respect from
colleagues and others, and a feeling that one is known for
quality work.
A number of progran directors were uncomfortable with how
key offices were supporting the program. Statistical findings
suggest this problem is related to job stress. It was found in
this study, that the nore likely there are open conmunication
channels to solve organizational problelTrs, the nore like1y
program directors will be satisfied in their jobs.
Role conflict seemed to be a difficult job factor for
program directors to manage. Almost half of the program directors
agreed they were experJ.encing difficulties reconciling the
expectations of HEoPSED and their institutions, as elaborated
upon by Dudley- Adams (L987) and carr (l-988). A serious
indication of the problem is illustrated by one directorst
coruflent that: rtHEoPsED needs to be much more visible on canpus
7L
when HEOP administrative salaries are decided.rr
Similarly, it was found in this studyts correlational
analysis that program directo.s felt the more others perceive the
directors role as important, the more the director is kept
informed of decisions that affect HEOP. Thurmanrs and Blakers
studies support this conclusion and advance the view that the
perception of the progran and the director are critically
important in establishing and maintaining cooperative
relationships.
This is particularly interesting considering that more
than half of those sampled indicated that their expertise was not
being used on important canpus-wide retention comnittees. This
suggests that progran directors are indeed struggl ing for
credibility on campus as retention experts. This is very
troubling in light of the established record of success HEoP
enjoys across Ne$, York State. In another respect, it is not so
surprising because often minority adrninistrators are viewed as
minority student experts, and not as knowledgeable about non-
rninority student issues (wiIlie & Mccord, 7972).
Another problen is apparent by the 30t of progran
directors who responded that their speaking out on institutional
racism would lead to criticisrn. Although the directors $/ere not
asked fron whom would they receive the criticisn, given the
statements rnade by two directors, it is unfortunate that sone
directors may feel restrained fron speaking out for fear of
retaliation or of not being viewed as a trtean r player: rr I
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resent the fact that HEoP is sole1y responsible for handling
minority racist problerns and other departments do not (own up) to
racial problems.tr rr A major problem at my university is the
influx of nel, administrators who are insensitive to the needs of
disadvantaged and minority studentsrr
In closing, progran directors are experiencing numerous
difficult circumstances that undoubtedly are compounded by j.ssues
not within the scope this study. while salary expectations is a
concern this study establishes solne communication problems and
working conditions that could contribute to the thirty percent
turnover rate of HEOP directorships.
Recommendations
The following recommendations represent potential
solutions to sone of the issues discussed as weLl areas of
further investigation into the working conditions and
conrnunication problems of HEOP program directors. Additionally,
suggestions will be rnade that could assist in the professional
developnent of new and current HEoP administrators.
The job of program director should have greater
organizational prestige, authority, and financial compensation
which will suggest to the wider cornmunity that its change agent
status has relevancy and neaning to the institutionrs nission. It
is no longer enough to report to a high-ranking academic
administrator. The position rnust have formal power and the
program must possess stable budgetary support, and not be subject
to state fiscal uncertainties. The rnore others are aware of the
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directorrs role and view it as important, the more 1ike1y top
administrators wiII keep the director inforned of decisions that
affect the program. In this elevated capacity, the director
should a have standing invitation to all co:nmittees that irnpact
student retention and this should be communicated to the public
by the chief academic officer. This witl alleviate the
possibility of program directors feeling isolated outside of the
body politic of the institution.
The data suggest there is a need for an improved
supervisory relationship bet$reen directors and their innediate
superiors. Those who supervise program directors should seek the
directorrs views and opinions rnore often and these suggestions
for organizational change should be encouraged through the
performance evaluation process. Highly problenatic is data that
overwhefmingly suggest that progran directors do not view their
immediate superiors as nentors.
Those $rho supervise progran directors rnust becorne more
aware and sensitive to the cultural and institutional factors
that irnpact upon the director's ability to perform in an
environment that can be nore hostile to people of color who are
concerned with change. Multicultural nanagement skills training
could provide top administrators hrith the information and skills
necessary to detect cultural cornnunication breakdolrns and clarify
their own role in improving conmunication. An argunent can be
nade that irnmediate superiors who are Anglo-American have a
responsibility to understand the cultural rrbaggagerr that a
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growing number of employees are bringing, and will continue to
bring, to the workplace. And more importantly, immediate
superiors need to understand how their own attitudes, based on
race and sex, impact the directorts perfonnance (wharton, 1988).
only after the issues of trust and credibility have been
reasonably acknowledged and dealt with can there be the potential
for rnentoring relationships. ImProved knowledge of the
directorts role and the HEoP mission can be gained by attendance
at the annual HEoPPo conference. Program directors should invite
their immediate superiors to attend and Learn about the
chall-enges program adninistrators face nanaging HEoP operations
across the state.
To address problens experienced reconciling the
expectations of HEoPSED and the institution, the most effective
procedure is to speak with onets inrnediate superior, the HEoPSED
liaison, as well as nethrork anong HEoP directors through HEoPPo
(not necessarily in this order) . It is particularly important to
know that even though one is charged to resolve the issues of
budget interpretation, financial eligibility, and so on, that one
does not have to feel alone in the process.
Communicating assertively and effectively nust be the
predorninant node of operation for progran directors.
Communicating for organizational change and greater resources for
HEoP students is the primary objective. Estabfishing cooperative
productive relationships with faculty and administrators is the
most effective method. Since directors perform their duties under
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very stressful conditions and many reported that students are not
the prinary stressor, then perhaps comnunicating with others and
the volume of $rork have more to do with the stress they
experience. It was statistically established in this study, that
the directorts job stress is related to the degree of discomfort
lrith the support received fron the offices of financial aid and
admissions. These t$ro offices represent the essential
underpinnings for HEoP students, t ho are deemed financially and
academically disadvantaged. The degree of difficulty encountered
in negotiating to get HEoP students accepted into the college
with the necessary anount of financial aid must be constantly
reviewed to determine whether the process noves smoothly and
efficiently in the best interest of the student. This is true
particularly, since, directors find thenseLves all too often
performing the duties of other people. For nel^, program directors,
careful managenent of this relationship nust occur to avoid
beconing overstressed by the adnissions process. As stated in
chapter Two, directors should not do the job of the admissions
and financial aid offices; they should only suggest areas of
improvement (Dudley-Adams, 1987). In fact, alL directors should
avail thernselves to stress managenent and assertive cornrnunication
workshops, if neeessary.
Also conducive to stress reduction, progran directors nust
put aside guality time for vacation (away from campus) during the
academic year or the sumner months. This should occur regardless
of the time constraints inherent in planning and inplenenting the
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five (or six) week prefrosh su:nner program, preparing the June
3oth final report for HEoPSED, and planning for the fal1 semester
(which usually starts close to the end of August). Those who
supervise program directors rnust be mindful of this work load and
directors must be assertive in taking the time to replenish
themselves.
Research Ideas
This author suggests the following areas for future
research which were inspired by this study, to further an
understanding of the progran directorrs experience.
An examination of the program directorsr communication and
managenent sty1e.
A communication climate study which examines HEOP
directorrs attitudes and those of their inmediate superiors to
determine whether their views contrast regarding campus politics.
A study that would include report writing that explores
nethods of improving communication between the HEOPSED and
progran directors .
A study that evaluates the working conditions of program
directors in similar prograns in other states. Prograns such as
AcT 101 in Pennsylvanj-a, Educational opportunity Fund (EoF) in
New Jersey and HEOP in New York could be compared to find out if
there are any sirnilarities or differences in the directors'
experiences .
A study that examines how progran directors cope with job
stress and continue to be satisfied in their jobs.
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As a collaborative effort, the Higher Education
opportunity Program Professional organization (HEoPPo) and the
Bureau of Higher Education Opportunity Prograns State Education
Department (HEOPSED) should begin to promote and encourage
research ideas by and about i.ts membership. Not only would this
expand the knowledge base of the rnembership through scholarly
research, it would encourage more introspection and professional
dialogue.
This present study shouLd be used as a resource each year
at the annual HEoPSED administrative conference for new HEoP
personnel . In addition, the following workshop topics should also
be considered: handling campus politics, assertive cornrnunication
skiIls when communicating uphrard, and defining the HEoP
adninistratorrs role.
fn conclusion, this study has broadened the view of Higher
Education opportunity Prograns located at New York State
independent coLleges and universities. The Program directorrs
role is highly complex and directors are sometimes required to
perform the impossible with the least anount of resources. Years
ago, when these proqrams began springing up across Nee, York and
then the rest of the country, j.t was the moral outcry of
concerned American citizens who advocated for the rights of the
disenfranchised. Some thought the design of the programs eras set-
up to faiJ.. Hovrever, twenty years later, HEoP has irnproved the
life chances of over 12,000 New York residents. Today, the moral
outcry has decreased and many are captured by a wave of
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conservatism, yet the job of providing young people a guality
higher education is far from over. Program directors are at the
forefront of providing high quality service as retention experts.
If their thirty percent annual turnover rate reflects a non-
supportive climate regarding diversity on canpuses, then dire
straits are ahead as the impact of the state fiscal crisis and
national dernographic trends sets in.
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3755 Broadway
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Col gate Uni versi ty
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Lee Pel ton, Acti ng Di rector
College f or Human Services
345 Hudson Street
New York, NY 10014
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Cornel l Uni versi ty
227 Day Ha11Ithaca, NY 14853
Janet Smith-Ki ntner, Di rector
Cul i nary Institute of Ameli ca
Hyde Park, NY 12538
Eva Reid, Director
C.hl. Post Center
Long Isl and Univers'i ty
Brookvi l l e, NY 11548
bli l l iam Clyde, Jr., Director
Daemen Col l ege
4380 Mai n Street
Amherst, NY 14226
I'l i chael Ranahan, Dj recton
Dowl ing Col l ege
0akdale, NY 11769
Ant h ony Nese, Di rector
D'Youv'i 1le Col lege
320 Porter Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14201Sr. Mary Brendan Connors, Di rector
Fi ve Town s Col lege
2165 Seaford Avenue
Seafond, NY 11783
Al exander Ross, Di rector
Fordham Un iversi ty Col l ege at L incol n Center
New York, NY 10023
Rosal i na Zamo ra , Di rector
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Fordham Uni versi ty
Rose Hi l'l
Bronx, NY 10458
Stephi e l-lukherjee, Di rector
Ham'i I ton Col l ege
Cl'i nton, NY 13323
Chri sti ne Johnson, Di rector
Hobart & l.,illiam Smith Co'l leges
Geneva, NY 14456
Mn. Henderson, Di rector
Hof stra Uni versi ty
Hempstead, NY 11550
Frank Smi th, Di rector
Iona Col l ege
New Rochel l e, NY 10801
Barbara l.latki ns, Di rector
Ithaca Col l ege
Ithaca, NY 14850
l'li ck l^lharton, Acti ng D'i rector
Junior Col l ege of Al banY
140 New Scot I and Avenue
Al bany, NY 12208
Gen ev a Lew'i s, Director
Jun'i or Col l ege of Al banY
Coxsacki e Cornecti onal Faci 1i tY
140 New Scotl and Avenue
A1 bany, NY 12208
Thomas Costel'l o, Di rector
Keuka Col l ege
Keuka Park, NY 14478
Robe rt Beckw'i th, Di rector
Keuka Col l ege/Elmi ra
Correcti onal Faci I i tY
Keuka Pank, NY 14478
Lawrence Carr, Di lector
LeMoyne Co11
Syracuse, NY
Car'l Thomas,
Long Isl and University
B re n twood CamPus
Brentwood, NY 11717
14oh'i ni Paramanathan, Di rector
ege
r3214
Di rector
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Long Isl and Unj versi ty
Brooklyn Center
0ne University Plaza
Brooklyn, NY i1201
0ka|i ta Stevens, Di rector
Mal co lm-Ki ng: Har'l em Col
2090 Adam C. Powel l, Jr.
Neh, York, NY 10027
0sr.ral do Cab rera , Act i ng
Manhattan Col l ege
Rj verdal e, NY 104 71
Cesar Paz, Director
I ege Extensi on
Bl vd.
Di rector
Manhattanvi l1e Col l egePurchase, NY 10577
Judi th McQuade-Socol ow, Director
Mari st Col l ege
North Road
Poughkeepsi e, NY 12601
De smon d Murray, Acting Di rector
t4a r i s t / F i s h k j
Co r nect i ona I
North Road
Poughkeepsie,
John Gol dstei
il
Faci I i ty
NY 12601
n-Wi tter, Di rector
Mari st/ Greenhaven
Correcti onal Faci 1i tY
North Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
Ei I een Bu'l I, Di rector
Marymount Co11
Ta r rytown , NY
Donal d VanLi ew
ege
10591
, D irector
M
Marymount Manhattan Co'l l ege
221 E . 71st St reet
New York, NY 10021
Li nda l,Ji l l iams, Di rector
I'later Dei ColI
0gden sb u rg , NY
Marsha Sawyer,
ege
i3669
Director
lilat e r Dei C o I 1 e g e / 0 g d e n s b u r g
Correcti onal Fac'i litY
0gdensburg, NY 13669
Linda Euto, D'i rector
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t4eda j l1e Col l ege
18 Agassi z Circle
Buffal o, NY 14214
Eeverly vieeks, Di rector
Me rcy Col l ege
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
l.lil l iam Li ndsey, Di rector
14e rcy Col I ege/Correct i onal Fac i I i ty Prog rams
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
Edwa rd Rei l1y, Di rector
l,4o 1 1 oy Col l ege
Rockv il l e Centre, NY 11570
Pamel a B ran h am, Di rector
Mount Sai nt Mary Col lege
Powe I I Avenue
Newburgh, NY 12550Sr. Patri c ia Peters, D'i rect o r
Nazareth Col l ege
4245 East Avenue
Rochesten, NY 14610
Cl emont Lynch, Di rector
New York Insti tute of Technol ogY
Manhattan Center
185 5 Broadway
New York, NY 10023Errol Hi bbert, Di rector
New York Inst'i tute of Technol ogy-01d Westbury
l,Jheatl ey Road0ld t,Jestbury, LI, NY 11568
Tyrone 14 jtch Dunen, Di rector
New York Uni versi ty 0pportunit'i es P rog ram
547 LaGuardi a Place
New York, NY 10012
Pa ram Chawl a, Di rector
Ni agara Uni versi ty
Nj agara University, NY 14109
Runae Edwa rd s , Di rector
Nyack Col I ege
Nyack, NY 10960
James Norfl eet, Di rector
Parsons School of Desjgn
66 Fifth Av en ue
New York, NY i00i1
Ana Duarte, Di rector
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Paul Smi th's Col1ege of Arts and Sci ence
Paul Smith's, NY 12970
James Tucker, Di rector
Polytechnic Uni versi ty
333 Jay Street
Brookl yn, NY 11201
Constance Costa, Director
Pratt Insti tute
200 Wi1loughby Avenue
Brookl yn, NY 11205
Kenneth Cl ay, Director
Renssel aer Polytechnic Insti tute
110 8th StreetTroy, NY 12181
Robe rt o Reyes, Di rector
Rochester Insti tute of Technol ogy
0ne Lomb i\4emoli al Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
Gen ev a Mil l er, Di rector
Russell Sage College
45 Ferry Street
Troy, NY 12180
Rob in Jacobs-Yanthi s, D'i recto r
Sai nt Bonaventure Uni versi tYSt. Bonaventure, NY 14778B. Marl ene Johnson, Di nector
Sai nt John Fisher College
36 90 East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14618
Regi nal d P ryo r, Di rector
Sai nt John's Univers'i ty
Grand Centra'l & Utopi a Pa rkwaY
Jamaica, NY 11432Sr. Ma rg a ret Mary Fitzpatri ck, Di rector
St. Lawrence Uni versity
Canton, NY 13617
Jul ius Mi tchel l , Di rector
Sai nt Thomas Aqui nas Col I egeSparkill, NY 10976
Peggy Brady-Amoon, Di rector
Siena Col lege
Loudonv'i I le, NY i2211
Caro'l Sandova'l , l)i rector
Skidmore Col l ege
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
Lesl i e B rown , Di rector
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So ut h ampt on Center
Lon g Is'l and Uni versity
Southampton, NY 11968
He len Smi th, Di recton
syracuse uni versi ty
Room 802
804 Un'i vers i ty Aven ue
Syracuse, NY 13210
JoAnn K. May, Di rector
Unj versi ty Co1 l ege of Syracuse Un iversi ty
610 E. Fayette St reet
Syracuse, NY 13210
Laurence Martel , Di rector
Uni versi ty Col l ege of Syracuse University
Auburn Correctional Faci I ity
610 E. Fayette Street
Syracuse, NY 13210
Robe rt Mu rphy, Di rector
Skidmore Col l ege
Un'i vers'i ty Wi thout Wal'l s
G reat Meadow & t'lashi ngton Correct j ona'l
Saratoga Spri ngs, NY 12866
Ken Kl otx, Di rector
Uni versi ty of Rochester
Ri ver Camp u s Stati on
211 Morey Hal l
Rochester, NY 14627
Paco Bati sta, Act'i ng Di nector
Uni on Col l ege
Schenectady, NY 12308
l,,landa Torres, Di rector
Uti ca Col l ege
Burrstone RoadUtica, NY 13502
Adel a i de Lee, Di rector
HE0P Consorti um of the Ni agara Frontier(Attica, Collins and t'lyomi ng Correctional
c/o Daemen Col l ege
4380 Main St reet
Amherst, NY 14226
Robert Haus nath , Director
Faci I i t'i es
Faci I i ty)
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Appendi x B
SURVEY OF ATTITUDES AI{D PERCEPTIONS
OF
HIGHER EDUCATIOI{AL OPPORTUNITY PROGRA}I DIRECTORS
CONCERNING COt{I{UNICATIOI{ AND OTHER JOB FACTORS
PART I
Please circle the number representing the appropriate responses for
the fo l I owi ng i tems:
1. AGE
1 Unden 252 25-343 35 - 444 0ven 45
3. GE}IDER
1 Mal e2 Femal e
5. ETHNICITY
7. TO }IHOI.I DO YOU REPORT
9, TYPE OF INSTITUTION
1 4 Year College
2 2 \ear Co1'l ege3 University4 P|i son Program
2. HIGHEST COI.IPLETED LEVEL OF EDUCATION
I Bachel or' s Deg ree2 Master' s Degree3 Doctorate
4. YEARS I{ORKED IN HEOP
1 Less than 121-33 4-54 7-105 0ver 10
6. TITLE
8. SALARY
1 Afri can-Ameli can 1 Di nector2 Anglo-American 2 Assistant Dean3 Asian-American 3 Assistant Dean/Director4 Latino-American 4 Dean
5 0ther (please indicate) 5 Associate Dean6 0ther (Please indicate)
1 Vi ce Pnesi dent of 1 $15,000 - $19 
'999Student Affairs 2 $20,000 - S24,9992 Vice President of 3 $25'000 - $29'999
Academic Affairs 4 $30,000 - $34,9993 Provost 5 $35,000 - $39'9994 Academi c Dean 6 $40,000 - 544,9995 Student Affairs Dean 7 $45,000 - S49,9996 0ther (please indicate) 8 $50,000 - 0ver
( Pl ease i ncl ude an organi zati onal chart, if possi bl e)
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PART I I
Pl ease i ndi cate the extent to whi ch you agree or di sagree wi th thefollowing statements by circling the apPropriate letter(s):
SD - Strongly Di sagree
D - Disagree
A - Ag ree
SA - Strongly Agree
SD D A SA 1. Generally, college officials do not have a goodidea of what it 'i s I do.
SD D A SA 2. My job responsibil'i ties are clear to me.
SD D A SA 3. I understand how my role fits into the overalI
objecti ves of the jnstitut'i on.
SD D A 5A 4. I am not given a good deal of freedom to tackle
organi zati onal probl ems creati ve'l y.
SD D A SA 5. If I communicate good ideas to my immediate
superi or, I can ex pect to be compl i mented.
SD D A SA 6. There are not many promotional opportunities for
me at my 'i nstitution.
SD D A SA 7. l4y experti se i n student retenti on i s bei ng
uti I j zed wel I on jmportant campus-wi de decision-
mak i ng commi ttees .
SD D A SA 8. It is not considered my role to handle all
mi nori ty student affai rs on my campus.
SD D A SA 9. My immediate superior discourages me from
bri ngi ng t roubl i ng inf or^mation to his/her
attention.
SD D A SA 10. If I am making a proposal to high 1eve1
admi n istrators, I know that I wi1l get a fair
heani ng.
SD D A SA 11. Top administrators at my institution encourage
subordi nates to come up with new 'i deas.
SD D A SA I?. My'i mmediate supe|i or does not express an
appreciat'i on for the compl ex nature of my ro1e.
SD D A SA 13. General 1y, facul ty at my inst ituti on have a
favonabl e opinion of the p rog ram.
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Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with thefollowing statements by circling the appropriate letter(s):
SD - St rongl y Di sagree
D - Disagree
A - Ag ree
SA - Strongl y Agree
SD D A SA 14. Top adm'i nistrators at my institution do notthink that students are sti gmati zed as
a resul t of bei ng in HE0P.
SD D A SA 15. My jmmediate superior rarely publicly
communicates his/her support for the academic
mi ssi on of HE0P.
SD D A SA 16. I experience Iittle problem reconciling both the
expectat'i ons of the State Educati on Department
and my institution.
SD D A SA 17. General ly
of f i ces
etc. ) f u
HEOP.
SD D A SA 18. Essentia
SD D A SA 19. tly immed
how HE0P
the i nst
SD D A SA 20. Iflhad
acc omp l i
SD D A SA 21. My willi
organi zaperforma
SD D A SA 22.AtmYinjob of p
SD D A SA 23.MYiobi
SD D A SA 24. MY immedperforma
SD D A SA 25. My role
importan
SD D A SA 26. General l
'i nf o rmed
must do
, I am uncomfortabl e wi th how keYfi nanc ial aid, admi ssi ons, registrar'fill thei r functi ons wi th respect to
1y, I have too muc h responsibilitY.
i ate superior has not expl ai ned to mefits with'i n the organi zati onal 9oa1s ofitution.
mo re authori ty, I coul d get more
shed.
ngness to give suggestions on
tional performance has no impact on my
nce apprai sa1 .
sti tuti on, I fi nd mysel f performi ng the
eopl e jn other departments.
s not very stressf ul.
iate superior tends to c|i ticize my work
nce in the presence of others.
'i s not percei ved by my col l eagues as
t.
y, my i mmed iate superv isor keeps me
-of what is exPected of me and what I
to get ahead.
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Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the
foI I owi ng statements by ci rcI i ng the appropri ate I etter( s ) :
SD - Strongl y Di sagree
D - Disagree
A - Agree
SA - St rong l y Agree
SD D A SA 27. Most HE0P directors perform thei n duties undergreat pressune.
SD D A SA 28. HE0P student concerns are the greatest source of
stress for me.
SD D A SA 29. More frequent meetings would 'i mprove my
immedjate superior's ability to evaluate my
pe rf o rman ce.
SD D A SA 30. Speaking out on 'i nstjtutional racism often leadsto criticism of me.
SD D A SA 31. My imrnediate supeli or does not provide me withimportant i nformati on that I need jn order to do
my j ob we11.
SD D A SA 32. Generally, administrators at my institution keep
me aware of deci si ons that affect HE 0P in a
timely fashion.
SD D A SA 33. My jmmediate superior does not act as a mentonto me.
SD D A SA 34. There ane a vari ety of communication channels
open to me to resol ve organizat'i onal probl ems.
S0 D A SA 35. My immediate superior does not actively suppont
my professi onal devel opment by insuri ng my
i nvol vement in workshops and conferences.
SD D A SA 36. The goals of HEOP are reflected in the mission
statement of my i nsti tuti on.
SD D A SA 37. At my institution it would be to the benefit ofthe p rog ram if the p rog ram re po nt ed to the
academi c chi ef officer.
SD D A SA 38. General1y, HEOP staff believe I do not have thej nfl uence to affect change on this campus.
SD D A SA 39. As HE0P director, my responsibility is to
students f i rst.
SD 0 A SA 40. At my institution, HE0P office space is adequatefor students' needs.
SD D A SA 41. Generally, I am unsatisfjed in my job.
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42. P'l ease list the top th ree commi ttees you serve on at yourinstitution:
1.
,
43. l^Ih at a re a/ depa rtme nt of you n i nsti tuti on do you percej ve the
most resi stance to change?
1.
44. At you r institution, do you percej ve institutional budget
constrai nts to be a major probl em for you?
Yes No
45. Addi ti onal Comme n t s would be greatly apprec i ated:
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Appendi x C
November 9, 1990
Dear Co'l l eague:
Encl osed please find a survey desi gned to study the atti tudes and
percept ions of Higher Educati on 0pportunity Program Directors
toncerning communic;tion and other iob factors. My hope is thatthis study wjll assist in the retent i on of HE 0P admini strators, and
also facii itate greater admi ni strati ve training and professionai
development for new admi n istrators. It is to th'i s end that your
assistance would be greatly appreciated by responding to thequesti ons frankly and honestly.
Your response wiII be k ept stri ctly confidential . 0nly I wiII have
access to the 'i nformati on you gi ve. In order to insure privacy' we
h ave prov i ded an i denti fi cati on n umbe r for each parti ci pant. This
numbei' wi l1 be used by me only for fo11ow-up procedures. The
numbers, names, and surveys wi 1l not be made avai I abl e to anyone
other than mysel f .
ll be mailed to you after the data are
a fo rma I presentati on of the fi ndi ngs ation 0pportunity Ptogram Professional
would apprec iate recei vi ng the compl eted
'i ts rece i pt . Thank you for your t ime
as your hel p fu rtheri ng this research
Sincenely,
A summary of the resul ts wi
analyzed. My pl an is to dothe 1989 Hi gher Educat
0rgani zati on Conference. I
survey wi th in s even d ays of
and cooperatj on, as well
endeavor.
Ni chol as
Acti ng Di
V. l,,lharton
rector
NV|l/gab
Encl osu re
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Appendi x D
SURVEY OF HEOP DIRECTORS
DEI.IOGRAPHiC DATA
PERCEI{T
1. AGE
T-under2 25-3 35 -4 0ver
t{=56
25
34
44
45
COI,IPLETED LEVEL OF EDUCATION2. HIGHEST
25.0
55.4
19 .6
14.3
73.2
t2.5
46 .4
53.6
14
31
11
8)
41
7')
26
30
i
2
3
Bachel or's Deg ree
Master's Deg ree
Doctorate
3. GEI{DER
1 Mal e
2 Femal e
4. YEARS I{ORKED IN HEOP
1 Less than21-33 4-54 7 -105 0ver 10
5.4
35.7
23.2
8.9
26.8
48.2
28 .6
1.8
14.3
7.1
83.9
'to
7 .t
5.4
1.8
3)
20
13
5)
15
5. ETHI{ICITY
1
2
3
4
5
Af ri can-Ameri can
Anglo-American
As ian -Ame ri can
Latino-American
0ther
27)
16)
I
I
4
6. TITLE
1
2
3
4
5
Di rector
Ass i stant
Ass'i stant
Associ ate
0ther
Dean
Dean/Di recto r
Dean
47)
1
4
I
1
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PERCEI{T
7. TO I{HOU DO YOU REPORT
Vi ce President of St udent Affai rs
Vi ce Presi dent of Academi c Affairs
Provost
Academ ic Dean
Student Affa irs Dean
0ther
1
z
.1
4(
6
1.1
26.8
5.4
28.6
10.7
2t .4
14 .8
25.9
27 .8
22.2
5.6
3.7
(4)(1s(3)
( 16(6)
(12
8. SALAR Y
1
2
?
4
5
6
7
8
$15,000-$19,999
$20,000-$24,999$25,000-$29,999
$30,000-$34,999$35,000-s39,999
$40,000-s44,999
$45,000-$49,999$50,000-0ver
8)
14
15
12
Jl
2)
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Appendix E
HEOP DIRECTORS
COTI.IITTEE II{VOLVEI,IEI{T
TOP 3 COMMITTEES RESISTAT{T OFFICE
Dean of Students Adm'i ssi ons
HE0P Commi ttee
Search Commi ttee
Management Team None
Staff Co1 1 oqui a
Sel f-Study
Admiss'ions Busi ness 0ffi ce
Counci I for Academic Affairs
Minori ty Affairs AlI Academic Divisions
Di versily Except Rel jgion/
Judi ci al - Board Philosophy/Sociology
Enrol I ment l,lanagement Fi nance
Chai rperson Fi nanci al Aid
Academi c Advi se
Raci al Di versi ty
Mi nor^i ty Affai rs Facul ty (al I depts)
Peopl e of Col or
Fi nanci al Ai d/Schol arsh'i ps Sci ence Facul ty
l''li nor j ty Rec rui t
Di sci p1i nary Heari ngs
Minority Education Adv. Council None
Steeri nglMi nori ty Undergrad Education
Publ i c Safety AdvisorY Board
Academi c Affai rs None
Perki ns VEA
Aff irmat'i ve Action Upper Level Adnin.
Student Af fa'i rs Di spl i nary
Party Pol i cy Task Force
Presi dent ' s Admi ni strati ve Counci 1 Academi c Affa'i rs
Student Affa i rs
Facu lty Academi c Counci I
Institut'i onal Planning FacultY
En rol 'l ment )4anagement
iliddl e State Eval uati on
Curri cul um/ Instructj on Liberal Ants Dept.
Student Affai rs
Facul ty Academi c Counc i I
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TOP 3 COHI{ITTEES RESISTANT OFFICE
Adm'i ssi ons None
Developmental Educat'i on Task Force
Mi nori ty Access to Research
Harassment Gri evance None
Deans Se a rch
Afro-Ame|ican Studi es Advi sory
Academi c Standi ng Vi ce Presi dent
Retenti on
Academi c Credentials Social Science
Curri cul um Chai rwoman
Admi n istrati ve Counc'i I
Counci I on Race Relations
HE0P Advj sory Counci I
HE0P Students Board
Admi ssi ons
Judi ci ary
No Commi ttee on Campus
None at the Present
Chai rperson Counci l
GH Community Advi sory
Cal endar Commi ttee
Academi c Stand ing
Academ ic St and a rd
Admi ssi ons
Academi c Affa i rs
P res ident's Cabi net
Academi c Cabi net
Student Senvi ces
Academi c Commi ttee
Graduati on Commi ttee
Mi ddl e States
Educati on Pol i ci es
Academi c Standards
Curri cul um Commi ttee
Academi c Del egates
lloodrow l,l'i l son Fel I owshi p
Student Li fe Off ice
Co1 1 ege Sal aryl
tlel f a re
The Curri cul um
Facul ty
Dept of Correcti ons
Di vi si onal Chai rperson
None
Col 1 ege Business 0ffice
Fi nanci al Aid
Busi ness Off ice
Some Tenuned Facul ty
r00
ToP 3 Col,lllITTEES RESISTAI{T OFFICE
Retention Bursar
Di necto rs
Personnel
llLK Sc ho] arship Math/Physics
Fri ends of the Library
Senate Comm ittee Comptrol ]ers 0ffice
Intervi ew Commi ttee
Exec. Board of Academic Senate Financial Aid
Anal yti ca l Committee
Academi c Commi ttee
Strategi c P1 anni ng Task Force Pol i cy Revi ew/
Comm. on Academic Affai rs Formulation
Comm. on Admi ssi ons
Uni v. Comm. on Financ'i al Aid Facul tylDept. Chaj rs
Search Comm. for Executive Dean
Comm. of Student Servi ces
Commi ttee on Handi capped
Ret ent'i on Commi ttee
Academj c 0perati ons GrouP
Remedi at'ion/Retent ion Comm.-H.S. Access
Presi dent Coordi nati ng Commi ttee School of Archi tecture
Affirmati ve Action Physics/Math Depts.
Mi nori ty Affai rs
Educat i onal Develop FacultY
Academ'i c Standards Review Con fe rence/ Event s
Cu rri cul um Committee
Sage Counc i 1
Scholastic Review Committee Faculty Senate
Teachi nglLearni ng Centen P1 anni ng
Franci scan Val ues
Educati on for Justice None
Academi c Standing Committee Admissions
Admi ss i onl Fi nanci al Aid
ili nori ty Facul ty Recrui t
Teacher Educati on Advi sory Board Fi nanci al Ai d
Peace & Social Justice Comm.
HE0P Adv j so ry
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TOP 3 CO}fiITTEES RESISTATIT OFFICE
Search Commi ttee Counsel i ng
Campus Pri de
Advi sory Boa rd
University l,ljthout l,jalls Financ'i al Affai rs
Affi rmati ve Act ion
Diversity
None By Choi ce Faculty
Exec. Comm. Orientat'ion
Academi c Review Comm. Arts/Sciences
Advi sory Comm. Admissions/Financial Aid
Uni versi ty Senate Financial Aid
Deans Cab i net
Black Latino Faculty/Prof. Staff 0r9.
Admissions/Bursar
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APPENDIX F
SURVEY CJMMENTS
Program is only in the second year - a number of
organizational an adninistrative issues are being worked out.
Believe with more time and energy the program will grow and be very
effective.
My university is very supportive of HEoP, me and the entire
staff. Irm very lucky!
This seens to be a tirne of testing for many HEOP programs as
institutions begin to take another took at diversity issues on
their campuses. we have always played a major role in diversity
efforts but probably havenrt received due recognition in the past.
The challenge for many institutions is to begin institutional iz ing
diversity with HEOP being given its proper rote in the process.
tron the personal tip -"
My brother - Itrn glad yourre doing this project. Best of
Iuck.
HEOP at my institution is rrembraced.tr The college is
committed to support for the prograln and the students and while
they do not always know how various calnpus constituencies are
willing to listen and to actively support ideas and initiatives.
I feel support fron my supervisor, the Provost, the President and
others. As a result, we are fairly successful . rrDiversityrrr
lracismtr and other such topics are aired in nunerous foruns. While
we are not $rhere t e should be we are rnoving forward. Progress is
important! It is a true indication of a willingness to change and
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improve.
our HEoP program has excellent support on canpus and is
generally a source of pride to faculty and top administrators. I
don't get everything ny hray - who does? - but r work with decent
people who give ne a fair hearing.
As a prison program I enjoy a great deal of autonomy and
support from my institutions. we are a consortium so I have very
littIe to do with campus environments and concentrate on our prison
prolrrams. I am the chief elected officer of the consortium' Many
of the questions are not directly related to our situation
There is a lack of top I'evel administration knowledge of
opportunity program objectives and conmitnent to support same'
I resent the fact that HEOP solely responsible for
ninority/racist problens at the institution. I believe that other
departments do not ttown uprr to the racial problems existing and our
program has becorne the only source of support for rninority
students !
Up until six months ago, when the new position of Director of
Acadernic support services was created, this office reported to the
Vice President of student services. My relationship with my
supervisor was different--I had more exposure but a Iot less
recognition. lly new supervisor is very ne!,, in the job; she is
Iearning more fron ne than vice versa, since Irve been in this
canpus lL years. with the new college president, since June of
1988 this canpus has undergone a tremendous change, which has
impacted on the way minority students are perceived and assisted.
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Most of the changes have been for the better. The only major point
of dissatisfaction for me and my personnel has been the inadequate
salaries.
we are a traditional liberal arts institution and there is
faculty resj.stance to change to a multicultural curricuLum to
reflect the needs of a diverse student body, though they are
working on it.
cenerally, I do not have much confidence in rny irnmediate
supervisor. The politics of my institution have set him up for
failure. Unfortunately, ny supervisor has not enpowered hinself.
A1so, his credentials are only part of the issue. overaLf, I feel
good about the support I receive from other directors in my
division, as weLl as other campus offices that deal favorably with
program students. As a point of reference, ny office openly deals
with other students of color and other non ethnic students.
t'unof ficiallyr'r our office is a way station, particularly for
students of color. our office has taken steps to publieize and
credentialize what and how we do things. Itrs easy to say that
upper administration 'rrea11y in the know,rr are avrare of the
wonderful record of success HEOP enjoys at this institution.
While the institution has supported the progran throughout the
past years, HEOP is stiIl not a top priority.
f am often frustrated by the anount of tine spent doing HEoP
reports and proposals and reapplications and how this cuts into
time with students, and leaves littIe tirne to be creative and
develop the progran along new lines.
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r believe your questions on job anbiguity are on target. In
addition, the role of SED could be explored to greater extent - for
example, sED is not a presence on campus when salaries are set, nor
do they encourage promotions from the field. In addition, they
offer litt1e guidance in handling adrninistrative politics. The
HEOP Director often feels caught between working for the college
and working for the state; a role that must be carefully balanced
to achieve the goals for the program.
P.S. Your presentation will be very interesting!
I attenpt to administer the HEoP progran at my institution as
though it is the model- of excellence that I bel-ieve it to be' r
try to teach my staff about a1I aspects of the program so that it
is a totally shared project. This increases pride and enthusiasm
among my staff, but is ultimately translated directly to students
who receive well organized, supportive services.
I cultivate independence, spending 4 1/2 days a week at the
prison and only L/2 day on camPus. I suppose I would serve on
cornnittees if asked, but it would not benefit our program. My
academic credentials and reputation serve to give our program its
fine reputation on camPus.
uy situation is unique since this is the only part-tine HEoP
in the state. My middle of the road answers reflect support for
the program as long as lre are 1ow profile. My efforts to showcase
the students has not been encouraged.
Major problems at my institution is the influx of new
adrninistrators who are insensitive to needs of disadvantaged and
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minority students. Fiscal restraints on institutional budget
develops strong rivaLries for resources. Ten years at institution
have resulted in more responsibility without prornotion to Dean
status.
I apologize for the delay in returning this form. At tines,
I feel buried under a mountain of paperwork, catled upon to juggle
greater than or equal to 5 projects sinultaneously, and turn under-
prepared students into college graduates. Presently, I am feeling
undervalued as we have just finished annual review and are in a
hiring process. EEOP staff saLary decisions and job descriptions
are by far more conplex that nany other similarly valued (and rnore
traditional) functions. I believe better and nore frequent
trinternal PRrr will benefit ne, my staff and our students. Thank
you for your help with this insight. Good luck with your thesis.
Please share the results. Peace.
Itrs a thankless job but most hlorthhrhile for students who do
survive to graduation. University does not place a very high
priority on committing to trdisadvantagedrt populations - as a
Franciscan institution! !
This survey is a very good idea.
This survey has nunerous questions/statenents that are written
in negative terms. This makes answering the survey difficult.
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